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Students stay hungry to feed others
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Payday takes
some staffers
by surprise
Quake pay
eliminated
for students

"It is typical of the school to come
out and say that students aren’t getting
paid.’’ said Kara Natal’. a student assistant working Mr the University Police
Depanment. Natali found out Wednes
day her pa) was going to he $75 short
"The thing is." she said. "I would
accept it if no one got paid. hut every
one else Wit.% paid ..
All other state -employed staff and
faculty members were officially granted
"administrative leave" after the quake
and were paid tor the time they %ere
scheduled it) work during the week ot
closure. ’The leave was announced Ill a
letter written hy Ceasar Naples. CSC
vice chancellor of faculty and staff rela
tions. The letter was sent to the presi
dents of all Califitrnia State University
campuses on Oct. 19.
hi Naples’ letter. he cited a regulation
that allows tor the compensation Dur

II) Jiii McLaughlin
natty staff writer
Confusion was what some student as.
shuns and work-study employees said
they telt last week atter getting their
monthly paychecks a day late and more
than a dollar short.
The students were told weeks ago
they would be paid tor the hours of
work they missed NN hen the campus was
shut down Mr lour days alter the Oct.
17 earthquake
But when they went to pick up their
paychecks. they found out that while
.1,11? And faculty members were going to
.ciiiipensated. work-study students
Mill not he paid Mr the missed time
Kari Kolhy. a student assistant who
works at the Aquatics Center. lost $125
in pay. because ot the change.
-First they said they wen: paying
Kari Kolby.
us." Kolhy said. ’ I was counting on it
Student assistant
in my. paycheck .
"We tat the Aquatics Center) don t
know why we’re not getting paid." she ing periods of full or partial campus di.
said "It’s not fair that everybody else sure. employees who would have been
was paid
granted administrative leave. had they
When the students went to pick up not heen on sick leave. vacation. or
their checks Wednesday. not only did (-11).
shall
not
he
they find out they weren’t getting com- charged. . . Instead they shall be
pensated tor the missed time. they also granted administnaive leave."
Gail Fullerton. president of SJSU.
lound they had no checks
Because of the layed decision not hacked this up in an (kt. 23 letter she
to pay stu
days thr campus sent to all faculty and staff members.
was closed.
pay becks were not saying that employees who were not reav ailahle on Wednesday the usual pay- quired to he on campus dunng the week
day Instead. the checks came in trom of closure were it) he granted adminisSat Lancia() ’Thursday afternoon anti trative leave
weren’t available until 3 p.m.. accordThe conflicting infOnnation about
ing to the payroll office.
Sec P..111).-1 Y. pi

’First they said they
were paying us. I was
counting on it in my
paycheck.’

Joseph R voiarin

Daily staff photographe

Students Kendra Mini, left , Dean Farrah, left center, and (’hris Howden, right, pass the light of their candles during N igil

300 people participate;
food, money collected

By Jill McLaughlin
Deity staff writer
Skipping a [neat v.as sacntice man v
SJSU students chose to make Thursdav
to help hungerstricken people around
the globe.
Ckwe to .300 students participated in
the fast. which v.as broken with a
All ol the donations were part of a
13reak-the-Fast Meal Celehration at 7 weeklong campaign called Hungerlest.
p.m Thursday in the Dining Commons which was orgamied by I I campus
(.taimiuter students alone raised groups The week began Nov 9 NO a
$300. and more than 50 pounds of resource fair and ended Thur.diq %ith
canned goods were donated. according the la.st.
to Sister Judy Ryan. a coordinator from
The Fa.st For A World Harvest bene( nipus Chnstian Center.
fited OxItim America. an international

Pulitzer winner
shares experiences

agency that funds selt -help development
projects and disaster relief in poor counInes Those who fasted could choose to
donate what food money they saved to
people v.orking in Oslani-America’s
sell -help projects. according it) a release
sent out hy the organwation
This year’s funds will pros ide disas

ter relict in more than 30 pots ...mimes
of Alrica. Asia. lain) America and the
Canbhean. according to SINter
rhe canned goods will go to (11,\1111iMil
homeless shelters. she said
A small group of residence hall stu
dents gathered l’hurschry night to "give
thanks tor all the wonderful goods in
lile." Sister Ryan said The students
heard singers and took part in a candlelight vigil after indulging *011ie
ma& french onion and barley mushroom soup
"Hunger is definitely a problem,"
’NGER . page 5
See

Funding delay stymies club
By Anne Dujmovic
Daily staff writer
Events sponsored by a student or
gantiation have been canceled because the committee designed to fund
campus groups hasn’t delivered what
it promised, members of the group
‘sZly
The Association ot Rock ’n’ Roll at
SJSt ’ has had to Lancet two concern.
this semester because funding allot ated to the group was not at adableas
soon as anti,. mated. according to
Kaydon Coburn. president of the as-

sociation
The Asstmated Students Special
Allocations Committee, which is set
up to provide money tor programs put
on by recogniied campus orgamirafilms. approved SI .520 lor the gmup
Oct 9
Because the A S hoard postponed
setting its special allot awns account
let el and wtirktlav s Acre lost lollow mg the Oct 17 earthquake. the
money tor Cobtan’s group was not
available within the usual time penod.
said Jean Lenart, A.S. business ad

111111111.1101

nonnally takes five weeks
from the time a student group tiles a
request until it receives university adgroups
ministration approval for
to receive special allocations funding.
accordIng to lenan
"It is a time-consuming process."
she said
Coburn said the concerts had been
planned since last summer Because it
takes more than a month to get funding. the group applied earIN in the semester The group had espected to re-

teive the money in time Mr the
shows. he said
"How are we as an organiiation
supposed to plan in advance lor stu
dents.r Coburn said.
The group sponsors the events to
provide a service to the campus. and
the events are vital tor generating student interest in the cluh. he said
"The A S has contributed to the
dom. Mall ot the assimation." Coburn
said.
The association should have re Sec .5 . page 5

Soviet
politics
discussed

Aini Noitendorts

Daily staff photographer

William Styron. right. author of "Sophie’s Choice."signs an autograph
for a fan at the ramie% debut at the Student Union.
By Patrick Nolan
Daily staff writer
Most people have a favorite author
To read their work is one thing. but to
have the chance it) hear that person
speak. and even answer questions.
would he the chance of a lifetime.
Some students got that chance Thursday when Pulitier Pnie-sh inning author
Sty ron gave a reading and par
ticipated in a nanid table discussion. an-

swenng questions from students and de
scnbing his experiences as a writer
TIve event was the second pan of this
years Major Suthor Series. sponsored
by the humanities department’s newly
created Center for Literary Arts (CI.A
"An author tends to give insights of
his writing that you can’t get from just
reading... said CIA student assistant
William Chang. "It makes his writing
See STYRON. page 5

II) Michelle Smith
Daily staff writer
Alexander Ogorodnikov. may have
spoken through a translator. hut regard
less ()I the language. his message was
loud and clear.
Ogorodnikov. a former political pry,011et in the Soviet Union fOr eight years.
spoke passionately to a group of sill
dents and faculty members in Morris
Dailey Auditonum Thursday about the
oppression the Soviet people have %uttered under communist rule
"In the Soviet Limon. the word
peace. means that we don’t resist Soviet expansion and aggression and that
we do not revolt against it... he said
through translator Vladiniir Derugin
"The only. good that socialism has
brought to us is the liniqUe experience
01 sultenng...
Ogorodnikov was arrested in I97K
and tried on charges of "parasitism."
according to an informational release
ahoul his visit He was originally. sen
tented to one year in labor camp but in
See USSR, page 5

Gina L Watson Daily

staff photographe

Former political prisoner. Mesander Ogorodnikov . chairman of the Christian Democrat Union of Russia,
talks ith audience members after his presentation in the Morris Haile) Auditorium.
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not a loner

Editorial

Proposal sets
bad precedent
Members of the Student Union Board
of Directors will vote Tuesday on a proposal that would enable them to use Rec Center facilities free for their lifetimes. It
would also give them free access to unpurchased tickets for events in the Student
Union Recreation and Events Center while
they sit on the hoard.
Approval of the plan would be a mistake.
Originally developed by Terry McCarthy, then Associated Students president, SUBOD members voted in favor of
the policy last spring and passed it on to
SJSU President Gail Fullerton for her signature.
But Fullerton, in her infinite wisdom,
sent the proposal back to SUBOD for reconsideration.
Since then, the SUBOD House Committee has enhanced the plan by including
union directors who have served on the
tantrd since 1982.
The revised plan was approved by the
committee last week for recommendation
to the full union board Tuesday.
The intent of the policy is to provide
compensation for the time and effort
SUBOD members have put into planning
and building the Rec Center and to express
appreciation for outstanding service.
The committee has ordered a fiscal
evaluation of the policy. though members
contend ityruirably woutil have lirnitodlis,cal impact because fey., directors ivould be
around the area long enough to reduce the
Rec Center revenues that would ordinarily
be generated by their alumni payments.
SUBOD members tnay think they
have eamed something in exchange for
their work on the board.
But it’s a had idea to set the kind of
precedent suggested by the House Committee.
The university community is filled
with people who have served the campus
in voluntary capacities. Presumably. these
individuals donate their time because they
want to do something for SJSU. are driven
to support a particular issue or goal, know
the experience will benefit them personally. or all of the above.
Compensation should not be an issue
where voluntary work is concerned. How
long will it be before others who have
committed themselves to university service
decide they want a piece of the action’?
Student Union Director Ron Barrett
said last week the original proposal was
self-serving because it provided percs only
for last year’s SUBOD memhers, whereas
the new. improved policy would benefit
seven year’s of board members.
But it remains a self-serving action.
How do SUBOD members expect students, who are paying ever-higher fees to
cover Rec Center costs, to react to the proposal’? Those who feel they are already
being gauged are bound to resent the union
directors for the action.
The fact that SUBOD and other officials have the power to set policies that
benefit them directly is the very reason
they should not use it. Such actions raise
questions about their intentions. their integrity and possible abuse of power. And it
weakens the public trust. It’s just bad
tics.

Columns
Signed columns are written by members of Ow
Spartan Daily staff They etpress the opinion of rile
writer only and not the viewpoints ()like
newspaper staff or department ofjournalism and
mass communications.

Letters
The Spartan Daily welcomes Letters w
the Editor. All letters may be edited for grammar. libel and length. The writer’s name.
cla’ss level. major and home phone number
(not for publication) must accompany all letters. Letters may be delivered to the Spartan
Daily newsroom in Walhoist Library North
104 or the Student Union inkrmation desk.

Letters to the Editor
man’s land between the two countries (there’s about
100 yards of space between East and West Berlin), I
was watched closely by both the American and thc East
German servicemen.
Editor,
I feel it is necessary to correct the record about my
My border crossing then included waiting in line
opinion of gay and lesbian churches since the Spartan for 30 minutes in order to have my passport looked at,
Daily reported that I stated, "I do not want to be a exchanging 20 West German marks for East German
member of a gay and lesbian church." This is incorrect. marks (a requirement before entering the countryand
What I said was, " I do not want to be exclusively a it is expected of you to spend all of your East German
membcr of a gay and lesbian church."
currency during your stay there. It is illegal to take East
I have attended services at both Holy Trinity and Gemian marks out of East Germany), and waiting to
Metropolitan Community Churchgay/lesbian
see if the guards were going to open up and go through
churches. The services are positive validations for my camera bag. Basically, it took me 40 minutes to
those members of our community who wish to finally enter East Berlin. And for what?
participate in organized religion. Saying this, it is my
East Berlin is incredibly grimy, a place where
position that gays and lesbians should be accepted everything from the cars to the people look the same.
within the church of their choice, in addition to their Thc goods are overpriced (a bag of instant coffee costs
attendance at a gay/lesbian church.
approximately $20), and if you do happen to see
I am not a separatist. I look forward to thc day something you like, be prepared to wait in line 30
when social and religious institudons arc open to and minutes to gct a And wherever you go, the people
supportive for all, regardless of their sexual orientation. share two identical characteristics - they don’t smile
Thc fact that I choose to remain a Roman Catholic and they all smoke.
does not diminish my respect for or disallow my
In Musil’s view, wc "lost the battle." I advise you, if
participation in gay/lesbian churches.
you’re ever in West Berlin, to go to a small maseum
Martha O’Connell that’s located just up the street from Checkpoint
Electric Shop Charlie. In this museum, "The Checkpoint Charlie
Facilities, Development and Operations Museum", you will see escape devices that some
desperate East Berliners resorted to. You’ll sec two hot
air balloons, built by families who had no knowledge
of aerodynamics, a hollowed out guitar amplifier that a
teenaged girl hid in (in order to be shipped out of the
Editor,
This letter is in support of Spartan Daily’s Editorial country in the luggage of a rock mu.sician), and you’ll
entitled "Stop INS Raids in San Jose." Throughout thc get to search through a small car, searching for a life
semester, Spartan Daily has taken progressive views on sized doll which represents a man’s fiancee as she wa_s
issues affccting students on campus, as well as the smuggled out across the border (you’ll find her
underneath the upholstery of the passenger scat).
surrounding community of SJSU.
Spartan Daily ha.s taken a correct stand against the And, you’ll also sec and aerial view of the Wall people
Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS) illegal have died at while trying to climb over and
raids being conducted in East San Jose. consequently been shot to death by the border guards.
East Berliners arc now allowed to travel into West
Chicano/Latino people arc being targeted and harassed
because of their nauonality. Chicanos/Latinos living in Germany without having to dig underneath the Berlin
wall
to do so. Isn’t that what we were battling for in the
East San Jose have been forced in a situation where if
you look "Latino" you can be pickcd up and thrown first place?
Lynn Benson
into a INS van.
Freshman
These action have had several implications for
Undeclared
Chicano/Latino people. It has left individuals and
familic.s in a state of fear. Whcn a child runs from his
school playground into a cla.ssroom and undcr a desk,
yelling "Migra, Migra!!!". you can sce the terrorization
in practice. Chicano/I-atino people realize in their own
communities their Constitutional rights arc being Editor,
I am writing in response to thc article "SJSU
violated. Whether you arc undocumented, a resident,
or a citizen you have Constitutional rights, which are to Germans chccr changcs." The text quoted a West
be upheld. But with the terrorization of the INS, where Gcrman senior student from SJSU: "I can finally see
arc thc people’s Constitutional rights’? Yes, wc my relatives in East Germany that I haven’t met
recognize "there is something wrong with the system" before.’
I want to stress that West Gcrmans who wanted to
when any individual is dehumanized because of their
visit thcir relatives in East Germany had usually no
nationality.
Why is the INS in East San Jose? Is it because problem getting a visa for the GDR, even while thc
Chicano/Latino people make up 25 percent of San Berlin wall and the Iron Curtain were in existence. I
Jose? Does the INS Raids have anything to do with the emphasize this fact, because I think that an
1990 census? It is only obvious. Chicano/Latino, exaggerated point of view deflects from the message of
African American/Black and Asian/Pacific islander actual importance, which is not the meeting of families
I I I le will soon makc up the majority of California.
torn apart. But thc most remarkable thing is the
e of color have madc significant contributions to political consequence, which should give hope to thc
the economic and social wealth of California, and even peoples suffcring from the East-West conflict. The
with the threat of the INS raids or any other attack Americans should not be tempted to feel happy for
against people of color, wc will continue to make themselves as the melting of the Iron Curtain is a great
contributions for educational equality, political opportunity. Stirring up feelings unnecessarily pushes
representation at all levels of government and the this opportunity to the background.
Daniela Kayler
social equality that every individual is entitled to.
German student
Maria Rios
Anabel Ibanez
MEChA

Gay and lesbian churches

INS in East San Jose

German misconception

We did win the battle
Editor,
I am writing in response to Steven Musil’s article
"Celebrate, but do not forget" which appeared in the
Nov. 16 Spartan Daily. I find it difficult to believe that
we have "Won the war but lost thc battle" when it
comes to tcaring down the Berlin wall.
Mr. Musil, I have lived in West Germany. This
summer I was fortunate enough to travel to
Berlinboth East and West. As I stood in front of
Checkpoint Charlie before entering East Berlin,
starring into the border entrance, the most noticeable
parts of the scene were thc East German soldiers
checking out all the cars leaving the country, looking
for possible escapees. Their methodical se-arch included
opening the trunk of the cars, and driving the cars over
mirrors to make sure nobody was clinging to thc
underside of the automobiles. As I walked in thc no-

Warped ideas

Editor,
A final word concerning Rachelle Badal’s letter
from Nov. 14. Rachelle, if you really believe that the
fact that I choose to sham my life with another woman
is tantamount to murder, then I beseech youdon’t
pursue a career in teaching when you get your English
degree! There arc a lot of innocent people you can
hurt with your warped ideas of what constitutes
.’moral" behavior.
Catherine Steinberg
Junior
Journalksm

REACHING THE DAILY

You can telephone the Daily by calling
924-3280 or 924-3281. The Daily
newsroom is located in Wahlquist Library North 104.

could hardly afford
placing a bet that he
on his meager student budget, the
weary card player held his breath and
waited for the hand to be called.
His was a good hand.
The other guy’s was great.
And so it went for the weary poor
gambler who was becoming more so by the
minute.
But still, he plays the wretched game.
Eddie loses, but he returns to wager his
pride, honor and his last rent-dollar.
Maybe it’s the sense of belonging he
gets from playing with his friends that
draws him every week.
But to belong costs him dearly.
Eddie accumulated 75 dollars in six
hours the last time we played. It had taken
him an entire night of intense pokerplaying and creative bluffing to
accumulate that money.
In his mind it was $75. Seventy-five
dollars that he had won.
But in reality, it was money
accumulated, not won.
In poker you only win if you leave
with more money than you brought to the
table.
After every player agrees that "the
game is over."
That definition is hard for Eddie to
grasp.
As usual, that night Eddie lost
everything. And a little more.
He still owes someone about 25
bucks.
Eddie was hurt. Deeply. Financially
and personally.
He didn’t say it, but I know. Eddie
can hide it.
Poker face.
FAIdie told us it didn’t matter whether
he lost or won. As Itmg’as he went out "in
style," he said through dry puffs on a
cheap cigar. he didn’t care. (He had
"come by the cigar at a hotel banquet," he
said.)
He did go out in style. I think.
Appropriately, the game was called
"Guts.’
In two hands of two cards each, Fast
Eddie, as his friends call him, lost about a
hudred bucks after betting heavily on a 6-3
and a 5-3 combination. with a pair of aces
being the best possible.
$100 lost in two minutes.
One hundred dollars bet on two sets
of cards. Even if the game was changed to
Black Jack. Eddie would have lost.
Now that’s guts.
Eddie spilled his.
Fast Eddie. That’s his style.
This is his style: always in a hurry, so
it’s hard to know when he’s coming or
going. He rests as much as an alley cat in
heat.

And then the their’s his long black
hair. chin with the deep cleft, tight chest
muscles and his reputation. The
reputation. as worn as the sidewalk, of
heing a gambler both in love and cards.
Not a good one, but one that intimates
that he tries.
He’s a lot of fun to be around and he’s
considered to be a guy’s guy.
Eddie can play.
Eddie is a player.
At times, I’m willing to admit that he
is the best.
But he always loses.
We play again tonight. As sure as I
know a deck has 52 cards, I know Eddie
will play tonight. He’ll bring the rent
money. The grocery money. Next
semester’s tuition.
And his guts.
He may lose. Check that. He will
lose.
But, at least Eddie has somewhere to
go every Friday night. At least he has
friends who will stick their necks out for
him when his is on the line. At least he
knows that if he is short of rent money.
there will be a collection at the game to
ensure that he doesn’t go homeless.
And we know that Eddie is their when
we need the advice of lifes experience.
We all respect Eddie.
Because Eddie has experience.
And guts.
Does everyone say the same about
you’?
What are you doing Friday?
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Daily Digest
Yesterday
The United States is about ii) run
into an iceberg, and the people
already identified as carriers of
the AIDS virus are only the tip of
ft. This was the message brought
to SJSU by Dr. Peter Drotman.
assistant director of the AIDS
program at the Center for Disease
Control in Atlanta.
I J
Students may not think that
faculty and staff members are ie
involved in social issues off
campus. But the Faculty for
Social Responsibility, a group
made up of SJSU professors and
staff members, is designed I()
encourage just that.

Today
Confusion was what some
student assistants and work-study
employees said they felt last
week after getting their monthly’
paycheck% a day late and more
than a dollar short

See page 1

20 Years Ago
There was a large turnout for the
Oxford Union debates when A.S.
presidential hopefuls Jim
McMaster% and James Edwards
met head-on against each other in
Morris Dailey Auditorium.

Campus Profile

Ramirez taken
to San Quentin
LOS ANGF.I.FS tAPi
Serial killer
Richard Ramirez, sentenced to die in
L’alitonna’s gas chamber for his 13 ttil
tunic "Night Stalker- murders, ii.as
flown Thursday it) San Quentin Primm’s
death row.
Ramirez was flown by sheriff’s helicopter from the downtown Men’s Central Jail to lamg Beach Municipal Alf.
INC al 830 a.m.. said Deputy Ilal
()rant.
From there, he was flown by county
plane on a 4410-mile night to Sari Quentin, just nonli of San Francisco. He was
scheduled to arrive at 11:20 a.m., said
Grant.

SJSU Today
Winter Session
set for Jan. 2 to 19;

Shannon Maloney.
l’he assailant, described as a Mexican
adult male in his early 30%, fkd the
scene before police arrived. Maloney
SigINPS OngOing
said.
SJSU’s (Alice of Continuing
Ilk man allegedly came upon Harris
Falucation will offer 100 different
in front of the fraternity house. a.s Hanis
courses during the 1990 Winter Session. was "cooling down’’ after jogging,
The session will run from Jan. 2 to
threatened the student before tanking
Jan. 19. The courses. which can be
him and then Iled.
applied toward degrees, are open to all
About five minutes later. the assailant
adults, and current enrollment at the
chased Harris anil a second student.
university is not required.
Steve Agular. 22, inside the house.
according it) a UPI.) repon.
Advance registration is ongoing
through Dec. 8, but it is possible to
The man fled when he saw Harris
register on the first day of instruction,
pick up a steel pan inside the house.
space permitting.
Harris and Agular said the suspect
Sessions meet on the campus,
wa.s approximately 5 feet 10 inches tall
Monday through Fnday. It is possible to weighing 165 pounds, with black hair
complete four semester-units of course
and brown eyes, Wearing a thick silverwork during the ses.sion.
gray jacket and gray sweamants.
The LIP() is investigating the case.
For a free schedule of Winter Session
courses. which include most campus
schools anti depanments. call 0010
924-2600 or write: Winter Session.
Office of Continuing Education, SJSU,
San Jose. Calif. 95192-0135.
With final exams just around the
comer, students may stan those late night cramming sessions at one of the
campus libraries. which are extending
their hours beginning today.
Clark Library will he open Monday
through Thursday from a.m. to 1 1
p.m.; Fridays from 8 a. in. to 5 p.m.;
An unidentified man brandishing a
Saturdays from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.; and
knife assaulted and chased an MSC
Sundays from noon it) 8 p.m.
student into a fraternity house
Wahlquist Library’s hours will he the
Wednesday after the student
accidentally bumped into the man while same Clark’s. except on Sundays.
when ii will he open from noon to 5
jogging, police reported.
T(xid Harris. 22. reeeived no serious
P.m
The Reserve Book Room. located in
injunes when he wa.s punched by a man
Wahlquist Library North. will he open
who Harris said folkwed him to the
Monday through Thursday from K a.m.
Sigma Nu fraternity house at 155 S.
it) midnight; Fndays from a.m. to 5
I 1th Si. and then chased him anti
p.m.; Saturdays 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.:and
another student inside. according to
Sundays frtmi noon to midnight
University Police Ikpartment Lt.

Extended hours
for campus libraries
take effect today

Knifewielding man
chases students
into fraternity house

SpartaGuide
SPartaGuide ,s a daily calendar available fo
SJSU students. faculty and staff organizations
at no charge Fonns may be picked up at Me
SPartan Daily office. WahMuist Library North.
Room 104. or at the Student Union Information
Center No phoned-in items will be aecepted
The deadline is noon The Daily will attempt to
enter each item a day before the event. as well
as the day of the event
TODAY
Forerunners: Bible study on the green,
12 30 p m to 1 p m Clark Library. front
Call 263-2628
School of Humanities Ttle Arts: Minority
scholar lecture. noon to 1.30 p m , Engineering Building, room 287 CO924-4532
Inter-Cultural Steering Committee: Meeting. 3pm .SU Monalvo Room
Sakura Club: Film showing --Akira.. 7 p m
to 9.10 pm. SU Guadalupe Room. Cali
2136-8727
TUESDAY
A.S. Leisure Services: Turkey trot fun run
registration. 9 a m to 11 a.m start finish
line Oft Seventh St Call 924-5961
Career Planning and Placement Center:
Co-op Orientation. 12’30 p.m.. S.0 Costanoan Room Call 924-6016
Forerunners: BiNe study on the green.
12 30 p m to 1 p rn . Clark Library, front
Call 263-2628
Asian American Christian Fellowship:
Thanksgiving potluck. 6 30 pm,SU Almaden Room Call 224-4520
Communication studies: Ken Salter. prelaw advisor. moot court competition, 6 p m
to 7:30 p.m., Chvight Moulder Hall. room
348 Call 924-5375
CISA (Computer Graphks): Meeting presentation of new technology by Sun Microsystems, 5 30 p.m Art Building. room 237
SaSU Art Department Galleries: Exhibition--"Ottir,e Works A product portfolio horn
a m to 4 p m (through Dec
Steelcase;
21) Art Department Call 924-4328
Christian Students Fellowship: Bible
study fellowship meeting. noon to 1 30 p m
S U Pacheco Room Call 268-1411
SJSU Art Deportment Galleries: Office
Works reception, West et al. 6 p m to 8 p m
Call 924.4328.
WEDNESDAY
Akoholics Anonyrnous: Meeting. noon.
Campus Christian Center Chapel Call 298204
Forerunners: Bible study on the green.
12:30 p.m. to 1 p.m , Clark Library. tront
Call 263-2628.
Re-entry program: Brown bag lunches.
12:30 p.m. to 2 pm.SU Montalyo Room
Call 924-5931.
THURSDAY
Happy ThankogivIng: No listings tor th.
day.

For students planning to spend the
Thanksgiving holiday weekend
studying for exams or doing research.
all campus libraries will he open
Wednesday from 8 a.I11. to 5 p.m., hut
they will be closed ’Thursday and
Friday.
All libraries will be open !Oulu). to 5
p.m. on Nov. 25. Clark Library’s hours
iire ram to K p.m. on Nov. 26. while
the Reserve Book Room and Wahlquist
Library will he open from main it) 5
p.m.

Bradley
probe
continues
lederal
LOS ANGELES tAl’t A
gland jury investigating Mayor Tom
Bradley’s financial dealings has begun
heanng testimony about such issues as
$2 million in city deposits to a bank that
paid Bradley as an advisor.
City Treasurer Leonia! Rittenherg
and city invesinwni officer George
Sehlineyer each testified before the fedeial panel for several hours on Nos . K.
the los Angeles Tinws reported in today’s editions.
Chief investment officer Henry Davis
and former cash management officer
William T. Floss air scheduled to testily
in coming weeks. according to the re
port based on Limn documents and un
named SI Hirers.
Huss said Rittenberg described the
questioning as similar to pre% ititis
tomes

‘No smoking’ are his marching orders
By Amanda Boyd

University ROTC program as the
Operations Sergeant.
But Denhart said the only thing
he feels is interesting about him is
his campaign against smoking.
In North Carolina, his last station, he was a volunteer with the
American Cancer Society. He
taught smoking cessation seminars,
using techniques such a.s hypnotism
and hypnotherapy, something he
plans to continue.
Denhart is especially frustrated
by what he calls "deceptive" advertising campaigns that prcy on young
people.
"I’m against drug and substance
abuse also", says Denhart, "but
tobacco is a full blown industry."
He is also concerned atmut the
exporting of Amcrican tobacco
products into Third World countries
where cigarettes are sold without
warning labels.
Denhart said he considers this
completely unethical and said it
should be illegal.
He ha.s also seen more and more
studies prove that cigarette smoke is
not only hazardous to the smoker
but could be even more hazardous to
the people around them, Denhart
claims.
For all of these reasons Denhart

Specuth to the 040,

The walls of the ROTC building
are lined with posters reading "A
real man never quits", and "The
most rigorous course you can take in
college...ROTC".
But a new message is now decorating the halls. The message is
"Quit Smoking," and newcomer
Master Sergetuu Bill Denhart is the
messenger.
Dothan has never smoked himself, and hc doesn’t have a relative
who died of lung cancer, hc said.
He simply believes that tobacco
is onc of the widely used drugs that
people should be fighting against
just like marijuana or cocaine.
Rather than just believing that
tobacco should be fought against,
Denhart prefers to get involved in
the fight.
He can sometimes be found in
the halls of the ROTC building
handing out literature or putting up
posters that encourage smokers to
quit.
Denhart has spent 19 years in the
military, 17 years in the Special
Force.s as an explosives and demolition expert. He is married and has
two children.
He just joined the San lose State

said, "That’s why I go out of my
way to work against it."
As a campaigner against smoking, Denhart has only run into two
people in the ROTC department
who actually smoke.
One of them happens to be
Sergeant Major Arlan Hudson,
Denhart’s immediate superior.
Hudson said he and Denhart
have talked about smoking but he
hasn’t quit yet.
"I’ve puffed on a pipe for 30
years", said Hudson."It’s like asking
someone to give up one of their
favorite things."
He also said good-naturedly,
"You have to understand the chain
of command in the military. If 1
don’t want to hear it I don’t have to.’
Hudson and Li Colonel Petrick,
thc Chairman of the Military
Science Department, both said that
Denhart goes about his no-smoking
campaign with tact and is highly
respected by his co-workers.
Captain Karen Phillips, who works
with Denhart on a daily basis, said
she has a great deal of respect for
him as well. She said Denhart’s
favorite line is: "If I were king, we
wouldn’t do that anymore."
Amanda Boyd is a Journalism
110A student.

Baby injury case rejected by court
I he
SAN FRANCISCO (API
state Supreme Court has refused to
allow a lawsuit by a child who was injured befiire binh by mistreatment of the
mother at the workplace.
None of the justices voted to grant a
hearing on an appeal by a San Francisco
family Mini a lower-court ruling barring
a lawsuit against the employer ()I a
woman whose child died at 2K months.
Even if the child’s brain damage and

ultimate death were caused hy the clueless work of company medical personnel. as the family claimed. the only redress was in the workers’ compensation
system. said the 1st District L’oun of
appeal
Workers’ compensation pays employees for on-the-job injuries but does
not cover non -employees. such as the
child in this case. The compensation
benefits are paid without pniof of fauli

but are lower than those availabk in a
court suit.
The Supreme Coun’s action, announced Thursday. makes the appellate
ruling binding on trial courts statewide.
The suit said Linda Marie Bell. a
clerk at a Macy’s store in San Francisco. was seven months pregnant in
September 1981 when she felt abdominal pains at work and was seen by the
company nurse.
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EYE CATCHING
SPECIAL ON
CONTACT LENSES**

DAILY WEAR

EXTENDED WEAR

*Soft

*Soft
$195
Gas Permeable $175

*Gas

$90
Permeable...$125

Non-standard types ol lenses are
available at additional cost.

Macintosh, computers have always been easy to
use. But they’ve never been this easy to own. Presenting
the Macintosh Sale.
Through January 31, you can save hundreds of
dollars on a variety of Apple@ Macintosh computers and
peripherals.
So now there’s no reason to settle for an ordinary
PC. With the Macintosh Sale, you can wind up with much
more of a computer.
Without spending a lot of money.
116

For Dura-sott color change contacts
add $50 to soft lens price.

The Macintosh Sale.

Prices valid with Student I.D. card

Complete eye exam required
with purchase of contact lenses

DR. LYNN L. PARRISH
Member

20 N. First St. Suite B
San Jose, CA 951 13
286-9096
(N. 1st. & Santa Clara Streets) An,,, n op,orno,.,
DOSS to campus
Asux ohm
VALIDATED PARKING
Expires Dec. 20, 1989

Now through January 31.

Spartan Bookstore Computer Department
408/924-1809
01N9 Apple Cmpuler, Mu Amis. Oar ler and Msriwidati

verieirmd temereorte if Apple Cowper, krt.
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Fullerton beats
Spartans, 28-14
By Robert Lyon
Daily stall write+

N Ben WeinbergDaily staff photogra,oher
( ’al Stale Fullerton ninning track Mike PrinOe nuts for a touttdown in SJSIPS 28-1410M tO the Titans. SJSU has OfIC more pane Iell.

In a matchup of two of the country’s leading all-purpose running
backs Saturday, Cal State Fullerton
swiped second place from SJSU 2814 at Spanan Stadium.
Running back Sheldon Canley,
who carried the ball 26 times for
108 yards and one thouchdown,
broke SJSU’s all-purpose rushing
record and his 2,292 yards is the
eighth best in NCAA history.
"That’s secondary," Canley said
after Saturday’s gamc. "Our goal
was to win and then win next week
so wc could finish at 7-4."
Cal State Fullerton’s heralded
running back Mike Pringle carried
the ball 27 times for 118 yards one
touchdown, adding to his nation leading all-purpose yardage. The
category consists of rushing, receiving and kick -return yardage.
"He didn’t do anything spectacular and I didn’t do anything spectacular," Canley said.
Thc loss dropped SJSU to 4-2 in
the conference and 5-5 overall,
while Fullerton improve,d to 5-2 in
the Big West and 6-4 overall. The
Spartans will finish third in the conference and have one game left on
their schedule against the University
of Nevada, Las Vegas on Saturday.
Fullerton went up 7-0 on the
Spartans in the first quarter on an18-

Quarterback controversy flares at game
Ily Robert Mallard
Daily stall wow

While Cal State Fullerton prospered with its season ending 28-14
victory over the Spartans, the
SJSU offense sputtered.
Despite accumulating 359 yards
of total offense, the Spartans were
only able to put 14 points on the
board.
"We.played without much purpose today," SJSU head football
coach Claude Gilben said.
SJSU tailback Sheldon Canley
said "We played flat today. We
practiced like that all week."
Gilbert decided to start Matt
Veatch at quarterback instead of last
week’s starter Ralph Martini.
Ve.atch completed 10 of his 17 passes for 116 yards, two interceptions

and no touchdowns.
Fans yelled their displea.sure at
Gilben’s decision to start Veatch and
cheered when Martini replaced
Veatch at the 5:37 mark of the third
quaner.
Martini completed 14 of his 19
pass attempts for 139 yards and one
touchdown.
"Ralph wasn’t quite that sharp
last week," Gilbert said. It’s easier
to come off the bench. He’ll start
next week."
SJSU had only accumulated
three first downs since their second
quarter touchdown that tied the
score at seven a piece.
"We’re struggling offensively,"
Gilbert said. "I hesitate to say it’s all
pis (Watt:1).Q fault. But the quarterback is a large pan of the offense "

Martini completed all six of his
passes on the team’s first drive with
him at the helm. The last was a 7yard touchdown pass to SJSU tailback Sheldon Canley.
Martini had also scrambled for a
7-yard gain during the drive.
"It appears as a though Ralph
sparks the team," Gilben said. "Ile
has a winning quality that gets the
job done."
Martini knows how to find the
open receiver, SJSU widc receiver
Kevin Evans said.
"Manini’s attitude is braver than
Matt’s," Evans said when referring
to his take -charge attitude. "He takes
over. He knows where hc wants to
go with the ball. He makcs things
happcn. "The rest of the game

wouldn’t be as smooth if not tor
Martini.
He drove his team to the CSF 2yard line but the Spartans couldn’t
penetrate the goal line.
His fourth down pass attempt to
SJSU fullback Jim Francis was
knocked down by Titan cornerback
Terry Tramblc.
The Spartan offense only penetrated inside the Titan 40-yard line
five times during the course of the
game.
Two drives ended in touchdowns. The other three ended with
Martini’s incomplete fourth -down
pass to Francis in the endzone, a
Jim Hughes punt that just missed the
coffin corner and Jim Kirk’s missed
50-yard field goal attempt.

yard touchdown catch by wide
recicver Mark Hill. The Titans managed this despite having only seven
yards of total offense.
The Spartan defense sacked
Fullerton quarterback Dan Speltz
four times and held Pringle to 13
yards on four carries.
"We played good defense in the
first quarter, but we didn’t sustain
it," SJSU head coach Claude Gilbert
said. "We just weren’t very good
today."
Speltz opened up a successful
passing garne in the second quarter
that enabled field goal kicker Nevin
to hit from 22 and 47 yards.
The Spartans scored a touchdown in between on a 2-yard dive
up the middle by Canley, and trailed
at halftime 13-7.
Pringle scored his touchdown in
the third quarter on a pass play.
Speltz connected with him on a 7yard scoring strike with just under
seven minutes to go in the quaner. A
successful two-point conversion
play gave Fullerton a 21-7 lead.
Enter Ralph Martini.
Gilben took starting quarterback
Matt Veatch out of the game and put
in Martini, who started last week for
SJSU against Utah State University.
Martini gave the Spartans an
immediate spark as they drove from
their own 20-yard line on 16 plays
for a touchdown.
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Ily Doris Kramer-Ferreira
The football game attendance at
the Spartan Stadium Saturday
appears to have hit another record
low.
6,746.
The more than 23,000 empty
seats were a reminder of how poor
attendance of Spartan games has
been this semester.
The radio announcers were distracted fnim ganic action by the low
turnout and mused pcnodically at
why hardly anyone showed up on
such a warm clear day and against
such a good contest a.s the Cal Stale
Fullerton matchup.
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New releaseF weekly
I.arge selection
including Spanish
movies.
open 7 days a week
I I am-gpm Sun-Thurs
I I am- 10pm Fri -Sat
259 E. William St.
San Jose, Ca 95112
008) 294 2048

ATTENTION SKI LOVERS!
SKI MASTERS, Californias Largest
Carrier to Tahoe is looking for a
student rep Cash FreeSkling,and
be your rewards
Ski Equipment
For more Information
CALL 1 - 8 0 0 - 5 4 8 - 9 7 7 3

Attendance has dropped consid- also saw small crowds.
erably in the last four home contests
Those who didn’t attend
against Fullerton. In 1983, Spartan Saturday’s game missed the Spartan
Stadium housed a 21,318-person Marching Band, along with the
crowd, in 1985 attendance dropped Spartan Spectrum, putting on a
to 12,126 fans. In 1987 attendance halftime show to the theme of
increased slightly to a 13,197, and "Batman."
finally, hit a low this season with
6,746.
Doris Kramer-Ferreira is the
The season opener in September Assistant Sports Editor and coord eac well as the Homecoming game nator of weekend football coverage’

Delta Sigma Pi
Congratulates Their
Newly Initiated Brothers:

Ethelinda Evangelista
Mary Ann Bocchini
Mwy Rose O. Tigno
Karen Friedmann
Raquel Broadway
Laurance Tourel
Lucia Contreras
Lana Getubig
Tom Jindrich
Tom Kelkar

Color Copies
Depend on Kinko’s.
Sales Flyers
Newsletters
Direct Mail
Presentations

Portfolio Pieces
Charts & Graphs
Signage
Photo Enlargements

kinkoss.
the copy center
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Fullerton match attendance hits a new low
Datly stall wetter
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The last thing
yoq want to.
epenment with
Ls your career.
Syva.
We’re a top medical diagnostas company
that develops. manufactures. and markets a
broad range of innovative tests that can
diagnose infectious disea.ses or detect clinically significant substances. Syva’s facilities
are considered among the finest in the country with sophisticated lab equipment to handle the more routine scientific tasks.
You’ll he free to do what every scientist does
hest question. investigate and discover.
You’ll have many opportunities to advance
your career and develop as a scientist. And
you can positively determine the degree of
your success; a career with results.
Currently we have openings for graduates at
the Bachelor’s and Master’s levels in
Chemistry. Fliochemistry, Applied
Microbiology Microbiology, Molecular
Biology. Medical Microbiolosty &
Immunology and Medical Technology.

Learn more about Syva. Come to our:
Information Session
Monday, November 27
12:00 p.m. 1:30 p.m.
Guadalupe Room in the Student Union
Campus Interviews
Tuesday, November 28
8:00 a.m. 4:30 p.m.
Career I’lanning and Placement Center
Syva offers an attractive benefits package,
including an incentive bonus program. To
sign up for Campus Interviews, please
contact the Career Planning and Placement
Center. If you are unable to rneet with us on
campus. plea.se send your resume to: Syva.
College Relations-SJSU P.0. Box 10058,
Palo Alto. CA 94303. An equal opportunity
employer. mff/h.

Open Early, Open Late 7 Days/Week
295-4336
310 S. Third St.
San Jose, CA 95112
(Across from McDonald s)

252-7821
1821 Saratoga Ave.
San Jose, CA 95070
(Corner of Saratoga & Lawrence F x

ea)
a Syntex company
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whether the students would be paid or
riot began with a kner dated (.ka. 31
from S.J. Minot, the director of
SJSU’s Human Resources and Empit lyre Relations.
Militatt’s letter stated: "()n those
slays that the campus was closed to all
!acuity and staff and students, Administrative I.eave is to be granted to all employees (including student assistants
aim were schetluled to work those
days).’"
’ filen, following Milioto’s statement,
:John Bradbury, as.sociate director of financial aid for SJSU, clarified some
regulations.
In a letter sent to deans, directors and
tlepartment chairs on Nov. 3, Bradbury
stated that students involved in the
wort -study pmgram. which is part of
the federal Financial Aid program. may
not be paid because of federal funding
restrictions.

USSR

From page 1

1980 was tried again on charges of
"anti-Stwiet agitation and propaganda"
and was sentenced to an additional six
years in camp.
He was released from prison in 1987,
part of a limited amnesty instituted by
the USSR Supreme Soviet.
Ogorodnikov became co-founder ot
’the Christian Democratic Union of Russia in August 1989. He has also been
.the publisher of The Bulletin of Christian Social ()pinion for the last two
years. and of The Chnuncle, a weekly
summary of political and religious
e cuts in the Soviet Union.
Ogorodnikov said he and his colleagues have paid a price to put out their
publications.
fie used an example that occurred
Nov. 7. the day the Communist Party
celebrates the anniversary of the BolsheVik revolution.
: Ogonidnikov and about 15.000
fnembers of the Christian Democratic
Union were staging a counterdemonsir anon, and they left only one man to
plaid the office of the Christian Social
Opinion. According to OgonxInikov,
officers from the KGB, the Commmittee tor State Security. misrepresented
iheinselves it) the man left behind and

Styron
1

From Page 1

From page 1

more tangible. accessible. ’’
Sty nal answered questions from
members of a student panel, who directed questions ranging in topic from
his techniques and experiences as a
\shier to themes in his novel "Sophie’s
Choice" to his opinion on critics.
Panelist and English undergraduate
fkan (ladwa asked what some of Styron’s experierxes as a writer have been
and whether he sees any value in wnting courses.
"I think that you cannot leam to
write.’ St) ron said in a deep and gravelly, yet t.initrolled. s ()ice. "No one can
preach about it. I do have my douhts
about %%hat you can learn formally.
But he added that "exposure to other
people who ’ante and feel the same way
can be encouraging .
Sytom explained that reading is a
major component of any writer.
"You cannot be a writer and not
read
n..ad passionately and eclectit. ally." he said.
Another panelist asked whether he
knew what he wanted to say in his fiction before writing it. hat is, does he
make any son of outline. or does he
start with a clear idea of what he will
write?

"You may not use your work-study
funds to pay the employees because . . the Financial Aid programs are
federally funded. and there is no authority Mr the campus to pay students tor
hours not worked." the letter stated
Bradbury’ also noted in the letter that
this requireinent differentiates workstudy students from student assistants.
He could not be reached for comment to
explain those differences.
Federtil funds could he at risk for the
university if they were used to pay the
work-study students, according to Minot. The funds could be cut off in
other area.% if misused, he said.
J. Handel Evans, SJSU executive
vice president, and Arlene Okerlund,
academic vice president, decided that
no student would he paid as a way to be
fair to all students, Minot() said.
"If we couldn’t pay the wort -study
students, we wouldn’t pay any students." he said in an interview.
The "basis fiir the logic" behind the
decision was that some of the students

ssork side -by -side in the Sallie offices,
he said It ssould he discriminatory to
pay one and not the other
Some students were questioning why
the decision not to pay them was made
The question I have is, what daterentiates us Irian the stair" said Maria
Anzaga. a student assistant woriung at
UPD. She lost $7)t in pay, she said.
"It is very unfair for students." An saga said.
Tlie entire staff of student assistants
at the Aquatics Center plans to send a
lomat letter of complaint to Milioto
asking why they were not paid and telling him they were upset, Kolby said.
Iliad Rodriguez, student representative to the Student Union Board (if Directors, plans to meet with Ron Barrett,
Student Union director. Rodriguez said
he wants to find out what course of action the students can take.
"l’he students are upset that they at
first promised us they were paying us,"
Rodnguez said. "We are not sure what
(course of action) is available.

gained entrance to the building. They
beat and gagged the man and confiscated valuable computer equipment,
Ogonalnikov said.
In another recent case, a photographer for The Chronicle was run down
by a car. and Soviet police released the
offending driver with no questions
asked.
"These are just examples of where
Perestroika is here," he cynically concluded.
Ogorodnikov came to SJSU at the invitation of political science Professor
Richard Lane. Lane said he met Ogorodnikov in Moscow last summer. Ogorodnikov was permitted by the Soviet
government to travel to Malta, where he
contacted Lane to plan for the visit.
Lane arranged for Ogorodnikov’s
travel to the United States. OgonxInikov’s first stop was in Washington.
D.C., where he met with the National
Endowment for Denxxxacy.
"The Soviet Union is supposed to be
open now. How could they not let him
go?’ Lane asked rhetorically.
While in the Bay Area. OgonxIniktw
spoke to Amnesty International chapters
in Palo Alto and at Stanford University.
He told the crowd at Morris Daley
about the extreme popularity of Amnesty International in the Soviet Irnion.

"We are eternally grateful for its
worl«)I high dignity." OgonxInikov
said.
He also spoke with obvious enthusiasm about recents events in Berlin,
where East Germans are now freely permitted to pass to the West through the
Berlin Wall.
"We least expected it. I am delighted
and happy for my bnahers and sisters in
East Germany," he said.
Ogomdnikov warned that the events
in Eastern Europe over the past few
months mean the total collapse of the
Marxist system.
"There is a changing of the conscience ot those sitting in the tanks arid
driving them," he said.
Ogorodnikov said he uses Christianity as his base for coping with the
struggle for freedom in the Soviet
Union.
"It has been a long and difficult path
to find it, especially since in the Soviet
Union we are deprived of the right to
find the path," he said.
He added that the United States
should play a large nile in secunng freedoms for the Soviet people.
"America has huge possibilities to
help promote real changes in the Soviet
Union," he said. "America is not really
aware of how strong their influence IN

"I have an overall idea, a central
metaphor. before I start," said Stynin.
"I have a sense of the architecture of the
hook. In "Sophie’s Choice" I knew
where the direction of the novel was it was leading towards Sogoing
phie’s choice."
"I also knew, in the hack (11 my
mind. I was going to wnte about the
Holocaust." Styron said. "I had read
about a woman who (during the Holo
caust) had to choose between which of
her two children would die...
In the novel, Sophie had to make a
similar choice. which resulted in the
murder of one of her children and
caused her lifelong anguish and insanity.
When asked his opinion on critics.
Stynm responded: "I’ve never put
much faith in critics.
"It’s often interesting to read, hut I
don’t know what possible, practical purpose it (criticism) could serve." he said.
causing the audience to break int()
laughter.
Sitting next to Styron WiL% Dean of
Humanities John Crane. author of a critical work on Styron’s fiction.
Styron also read Min’ a novel he is in
the progress of writing.
More than 500 people attended the g

p.m. event, held in the Muds Concen
Hall. The audience was made up of students and faculty members who listened
intently to Styron’s serious. yet often
humonnis, reading. vthich lasted more
than an hour.
Carolyn Walker. a lecturer in the
English depanment. offered her response to the event.
"I thought it was great to hear him
speak. said Walker, director of the
campus Wnting Center. a tutorial lab
for lower division English students.
"Although he read froni only a pan
of it this new novel). you could understand what the whole story was
amt. . . . He used flashbacks hut
you didn’t get lost,’ she said.
Styron appealed not only. to English
students but to students from other disciplines. as well.
Biology student Sheila Wonder went
to hear the Pulitzer Prize-winning author
give a reading because her Latin instructor told her about it.
"Our professor suggested we attend." Wonder said. "to take advantage of the iniportant and prestigious
people that the humanities department
has gotten to speak on our campus. ’
"I really liked seeing Styria’," she
added.

the iminey as %ton as expected.
"We were just another casualty of
the earthquake." Banon said.
Patrice Eusenig. A.S. controller and
chairman of the special alltx:ations committee, said in an interview Thursday
that he did ma know why the money
wasn’t available.
Confusion ainong A.S. directors
arose during their weekly meeting
Wednesday when it was announced the
special allocations committee would not

meet Mr the next iv. months
None of the directors present knew
why the committee had adjourned for
the year.
Fusenig. v,ho was not present at the
board meeting, said the next day that
the conimittee’s Nov. 13 meeting had
been the last one scheduled for the semester because it takes more than one
month from the time a student group applies to the time it receives special allocations funding.

Show It Off

THURS. NOV- 30TI-1
& FRI_ DEC. 1ST
11 am to 3pm

Agg_ alecA145
Og-.roPIP

cog

QUAKER
MOSE.
FROM
f
MAO
SAMPLESANO
ANO
ODUCIS 1000/0
P
NEW VALVOLINE,
STAIE,
Limited space is available--first come, first served.
$5.00 entry fee; all proceeds will be donated to the
American Red Cross Earthquake Relief Fund.
All participants are eligible for prize drawing.
Contest for:

- Best Classic
Best Custom
Best of Show

agS*-

C

ark Libra,.

A.S.

From page 1

047r1L-

Pub
The Auto Show/Display will
be located on 7th Street
between the Surec Center &
Clark Library (Just off San
Carlos Street.)

7

Call 924-3270 for
more information
San Carlos St root

SJSU

ceised its money by Oct. 30. according to the schedule outlined in the
special allocations packet.
Denise Barton. treasurer of the association. said the group had expected
to receive the limey by Nov. 1.
Barton called the delays in getting
funds "inconvenient," but said she understood why the group didn’t receive

sasu-

at the

Auto Show

Entry

Form

Drop off entry form and the S5.00 entry fee (in an envelope)
at Walquist Library North, (at the comer of 4th and San
Fernando), Room I35 --Spartan Daily Advertising.
Make checks payable to: Spartan Daily Advertising.

STUDENT

NAME:

MAJOR:

CLASS

LEVEL:

DAY

PHONE:

ADDRESS

Hunger

From page 1

among other countries, stopped by the
give up their dinners for the cause.
"I figured, ’why not?’ 1 can hold information tables set up in the Student
: said Erik Tomakin. a sophomore living out." said Liana Kishi, a sophomore Union.
in Markham Hall. "I gave up my din- from Royce Hall. "1 was disappointed
"It was a rich expenence of sharthat not many people were in it," she ing." Sister Ryan said about the converner. hut it was tor a good cause...
Tomakin had participated in other added.
sations she had with the different stuAndrea filainik from Joe West Hall dents.
csents during the Hungerfest week. He
said he winched sonte of the videotapes also thought it was a "good idea to
As Sister Ryan spoke to the students
being played by the organizations in- help.
on Thursday night, she reminded them
volved.
What surprised Sister Ryan the most to continue their commitment to build"They could have had more informa- about the week of hunger awareness
ing a better world.
tion about where the money goes,’ To- was the international flavor she found in
’Hopefully. this Thanksgiving will
mak in said.
the campus. she sMd. Students from
ither students were also willing to India. Cambodia. Jonlon and China. he ncher for you as a result." she said

Hanna-Barbera movie planned
The
LOS ANGEI.ES (AP)
Flintstones and the Jets(ms are headed
for the big screen and Yogi Bear will
endorse a string (if’ "Jellysione Park"
yampgrounds as Hanna-Harbera ProdUctlorts gives some of Its beloved car-

loon characters a (wenn.
David Kirschner, new president of
the firm that created wise -cracking, mischief-maker Yogi Rear and the modern
stone -age Flintstones family, said he
dreams of building a new farhilv-enter-

tainment empire based (m the classit
Hanna-Barbera cartoon characters
Kirschner announced expansion plans
Mr new television and tunic productions at news etitiftrente W’ednestlay.

HOME

PHONE:

MAKE AND MODEL OF CAR OR TRUCK:
YEAR

OF

CAR.

CLASS (CIRCLE ONE):

CUSTOM

AUTO SHOW DAY(S) PREFERRED (CIRCLE):
(a $5.00 entry fee is required per day)

CLASSIC
THURS. NOV. 30

FRI. DEC. 1

No "For Sale" signs will be allowed.
All vehicles must remain stationary --no
test driving will be permitted.
All SJSU University rules pertaining to
excessive noise will be strictly enforced.
Students are not
ISan Jose State University, Tile Spartan Daily and Associated
I, the undersigned, am a student
Lresponsible for any damage, or injury during the show.
of SJSU and have read the above conditions and waive my rights at this time.
Signature:

Date:

usisissiiimilionsommilimmialismamm
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Joy blossoms
in ’Magnolias’
By Jilt Slcieughlin
Dairy sten writer
"Steel Magnolias" is a niovie lull or
laughter, tears and small-town southern
magi.
’Ihe fresh Mok at modern small-town
America mixes comedy with real -lire
problems and paints a complete picture
of lile in a quaint mid -western town
The film was released locally by TriStar PiCIIIICS Enday
The magical interplay between the
six leading women ties the story together, and in combination with Me
humor and spicy dialogue. the viewer is

Film Review
taken by the hand and led into the colorful life in Chinquapin, Louisiana.
The women have a special friendship
and loyalty to each other which carries
them through the cycles of life, marriage, birth and death. They are tied together by a sntall town beauty parlor.
Six or today’s most exceptional acField,
tresses played the
Dolly Pluton, Shirley Maclaine. Daryl
Hannah, ()Iympia Dukakis and Julia
Roberts.
The small-town ladies enjoy a close
camaraderie that bridges the boundaries
of age and social status "They face their
greatest kars and highest hopes together.
At the beginning of the movie it wa.s
confusing to hear the familiar actresses.
except for Parton, to speak with thick
southern accents, but (he audience soon
becomes more comfortable with them
and the accents blend in with the story.
The screenplay WAS adapted from the
play "Steel Magnolias," by Robert
Harting.
While not as rough as other play

adaptions, the -play--type atmosphere
comes through at times. In some
scenes. the dialogue between thr characters sounds like theater :ming. This.
however, dors not distract fnmi the
mood and adds to the sharp dialogue.
The true chemistry ol the movie
comes from the painng of characters
The headstrong and beautiful Shelby.
played by Roberts. becomes the central
character, who is going thmugh the
changes of young adulthood. Her concerned and imn-willed mother is played
by Sally Field.
The two create a mother -daughter
relationship which changes through
Shelby’s marriage and what results.
Robens. who recently’ played the lead
in "Mystic Pina,* through the charac
ter brings the women together with her
warm appearance and love for lite.
The strong humemus a.spect of the
story is brought out by the wit of
Ouiser. a hattlemptued. sour,Mul
mouthed lady, played by Maclaine.
From the first introduction or Miser,
it is clear that she brings the town life
and a sense of reality. Ouiser, however.
does lind a friend in Clairee. played by
Dukakis. Clairee is one of the older
generation who is an independant, sophisticated woman.
Parton plays the part of Truvy. the
twner of a small beauty shop set up in
ler home. She is a %anti. canng person
who knows all the town gossip. She
aims a mysterious new girl, Annelle,
played by Hannah. Hannah’s shy and
unstable character is a change fix her.
A moving scene of the movie occurs
near the end: a tear-jerker The scene is
not a cheap shot, leading the viewer into
the tear, gently. but rf %MHO is SilVt’d
Iron) complete distress by a burst ol
laughter This is different because it
doesn’t occur at the very end.

Olympia Dukakis and Shirley Mac[mine star in the new film ’Steel Magnolias,’ a story about small-town America
If you’re going...
Film: Steel Magnolias
Rating: PG (parental guidence)
Theaters: Century 221n San
Jose, Century 10 in Mountain
View

’Mermaid’ swims into our hearts
Associated Press
spe
Every once in a while 1110% ie
dal. so lovely., so exciting, funny,
channing, entenaining and heartwarming spins out from Hollywood’s cellu
lold web. les a moment to chensh, a
moment to embrace.
"The Little Merniaid" is wonh cm
bracing doiens ol times. It’s a rhapsody
()I animated excellence. a symphons
thiii never loses its polish or grace.
Ba.sed on the Hans Chnstian Andersen story. thr ntusical is the first animated feature based on a fairy tale from
Walt Disney Pictures since "Sleeping

Tesh as composer
11)S AN(
1.AP)
John Tesh
is hest known as co-host of F.ntertainmem Tonight." hut he’s no "Johnny
(Me -Note ’
lesh is an Emmy-winning conmoser
who recently scored his first rnosie.
"Limit llp," which star. Ikan Stik
well His album. "Garden City
named after his hometown in New
York, is also lust out

Beauty reached theaters on Jan. 29.
1959.
Composer Alan Menken and lyricist
Howard Ashman, who combined on
"Little Shop of Horror.," provide ver

Film Review

going...

Film: The Little Mermaid
Rating: G (general
audience)
Theaters: Meridian Quad in
San Jose, Saratoga Six.
Sunnyvale Six, Old Mill Six
in Mountain View

We Need On -campus
iZreL: Student Representatives

Fsnetine Desqn

gli8 4

v.*

3

VE
Clean, late model vehicles
Daily rates from $23.95
Visa/MC/AE accepted
but not required
Unlimited mileage plan
Free mileage plan
Age requirement: 21
8 minutes from campus
10% discount for S.J.S.U.
Students, Faculty, & Staff
on weekly monthly rentals
Santa Clara Industries
50 Umbarger Road
San Jose CA. 95111

RESERVE OFFICERS’ TRAINING CORPS

CASH IN
ON GOOD GRADES.
II you’re a freshman or sophomore with good
grades, apply now for a three-year or twoyear scholarship. From Arrny ROTC.
Army RCYFC scholarships pay tuition,
most books and fees, plus 9100 per school
month. They also pay off with leadership
experience and officer credentials impressive to future employers.
Find out more. Contaci Ben Harris, Room
308, MacQuarrie Hall, 924-2920

ARMY ROTC

(408)281-4666

TIT IIMIMITST COLLEGE
COMM TOW CAN TML

Work Part -Time

ADVERTISING MAJORS:

On Campus!
IRM Training Provided
Salary + Commission + Expenses

DON’T GET EDGED OUT OF THE
JOB MARKET

Demonstrating IBM PS/2 Products

PIER,

Contact Pam at
(408) 998 - 4444

MANPOWER’

’FLOWER GARDEN
FLCIUST

A

If you’re

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS

"Vv’ith film you work lor the diretior
He tells you what he wants But it’s a
tradeoff because you get to work with
pictures It forces you to work in ways
you hadn’t thought about

WANTED

cARS/TRUCKS/VA NS

smile. enjoyable nines front ballads to
calypsos
No one does it like Disney.: the draw,
ings and backgrounds are nchly tex
tured and brilliantly colored and tinted
Animation techniques incorporate thr.
smallest and most insignificant nuance
and detail. breathing life to both the sea
world creatures and the humans :Mose
N
The Disney charalers MOST

"In the past I’ve composed mostls
tor telesision sports shows." he said
g movie is very’ different from
"St:
doing an album You do an album lie
yourself You decide what it should
sound like. how long the pieces will he

Formals
t,1
Deliyenes
Arrangements
977-1660 jr

the plodding owkwardness ot canoon
creatures. but w ith ;ill the alacrits of live
ileums When the inemiaid. Ariel.
!noses through the sea there is an actual
sense ol water motion, ol flotation Ilei
ruby hair lans out as she bobs in plate.
her tail eases thiough ut rents mid actii
ally propels

RESUME

Give us your rough draft, we’ll turn
h into a prolessional Lasegprintod resume
which guarantees attention!
Get our
package deal of $25.00 lor 1 page resume
L 5 extra copies 5 matching envelopes,
your choice of tax! .tyle among our 35
resident fonts FREE CONSULTATION
Just ive us a call at

TEMPORARY SERVICES

= =
.4_4_4 E.

/wa1,77,7

Add Style to Your Life With
Fashion

MAC & PC
RENTALS

YOU NEED MORE THAN
A CAP AND GOWN l’O GET
STARTED IN THE BUSINESS
WORLD. JOIN THE SPARTAN
DAILY TEAM AND GAIN
REAL WORLD EXPERIENCE.

It The Computer Lab

Spartan Daily

All credit cards
accepted over phone.

is Full or Closed,
For Dissertations,
Papers, Homework,
Resumes, etc ...
FROM HOURI Y TO
SEMESTER RATES

10% student discount

Computers To Go

CALL 408/746-2945
539 S. Murphy

Sunnyval

PAID POSITIONS AVAILAI3LE:

Entire
I

50%
stock.

ANIINrt
I

Off Frames

includes

()put( Ag

all

Designer

Ill OSSOM
’1

II11.1.
I I

Frames
It Al.

*ADVERTISING DIRECTOR
RETAIL ADVERTISING MANAGER
*DOWNTOWN ADVERTISING MANAGER
*NATIONAL ADVERTISING MANANAC;ER
CO-OP ADVERTISING MANAGER
ART I)IRECTOR
PRODUCTION MANAGER
CALL , JACK QUINTON AT 924-3269 FOR AN INTERVIEW
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One band sizzles, another fizzles

Rebounding Seagulls
land at the S.J. Oasis
By Tony Mercado
Daily ate writer
The career of A Hock of Seagulls appeared to he grounded after its early
success in the 19K0s.
But it the group continiws to perform
as it did at the Cactus Club last Saturday
night. it might be flying high once
again.
In front of roughly 250 people. lead
singer Mike Score and his revamped
band pronioted their new album.
"Magic". with the type of energy and
outlandish showmanship that helped account for the band’s initial popularity
more than five years ago.
Darkness shrouded the room minutes

Concert Review

Noffendorls Daffy staff photographer

Mike Score and another member of A Flock of Seagulls play at the Oasis last Saturday night

Sexton opener
was out of place
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We’ll donate $2 to the
Earthquake Relief Fund
for every weal purchased
with this ad.
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Victorian Garden Restaurant
476 L, lug SI Lxiii loci’

408/286 1770

Rag

JOSE DOWNTOWN
ACCi.J-TUNE SANf SANTA
NARA AT 11th
& BRAKE

298-7722
VALID AT PANTli

TAT INDIA
comp*
118 E. Santa Clara
993-0661

the following positions at the S.J. Convention Center:
Kitchen Helpers
Banquet waiters/waitresses
Dishwashers
Banquet Captains
Porters
Bartenders
Cooks
Please apply by calling 277- 3506, Mon - Wed, I Oarn 2prit.
You can help make ODYSSEY I the " Party of thc Year"!

LOURISHING SPECIAL’
10% discount on entire menu
Banquet Facilities
Free Parking
Orders to go

LLI

CALVIN KLEIN

LORD

W-4c-

FLOURISHING GARDEN
Seafood Restaurant
(Formerly Regent Restaurant)
1650 Monterey Rd.
San Jose, CA 95112
.
...

(408) 288-88681

TAYLORS

ESPRIT

TWEEDS

f .0110.04N COUPON

WIT vAL111

fi Oltr.011Nit

CALVIN KLEIN

ESPRIT

.1)

0

5
SIGNER ZONE

Fashion Clothing Factory Outlet Sale
800/o of all items under s15
Tops, Pants, Shorts, Sweats,
Sweaters, Jackets, Dresses,
Shoes, Accessories
Mon Women Children

Many More Famous Exclusives

Friday, Saturday & Sunday
November 20,21,22
im ()pm

Lunch Served Mon - Fri. 11-3 pm/ Dinner 5-9.30pm

Ivalid with coupon

off

SJSU

EARN EXTRA $$$ FOR THE HOLIDAY SEASON AND
PARTICIPATE IN S.J.’S LARGEST NEW YEARS EVE
PARTY - ODYSSEY !Service America is looking for eager, energetic people for

I

...........

From $5.50

DINNER
5:30pm-10pm
5:30pm-10pm

Pk_

DT-an:old
oil iiltet
Install NEW
Multi-gtade
chassis
tube
to Slats.fluid levels
op
Install
Check

..

6C"’gr

15% off
Lunch & Dinner Combos

I

t,‘

oil

uear
4 -star ContinentallItahan Cuisow
Lunch Rrundi Dinner
Reso vat ions Suggested
Free Parkity

Celebrating Ol41"

Concert Review

Lunch starting at $3.75
Dim Sum (appetizers)
Dinner

Maudsley. as the new anists perfumed
the music with a fluid and dreamy style
And the loss didn’t seeni to affect the
bands current memhers.
"As long as
.1111 here. we’re still
A Hock of Seagull s
The hyped audience was respottsn,e
to the new songs. hut the loudest
ovations sere saved tOr the classics
"Wishing,’’ ’You Can Run... and
"The More You Live" were among the
older songs played.
The Hock saved the best tor last. as it
drove the crowd into a dancing frenzy
with its number one hit, "I Ran’.
A slight mist enveloped the group as
the song neared its end. growing thicker
until thie musicians sere merely silhouettes. In a heartbeat. they were
gone.
Keep watching the skies

STUDENT -FACULTY SPECIALS

Everyone s
favorite
restaurant

As early as the first number, it be
came clear that this twosome was out (il
its environment.
By the third "song.- a screeching
high voltage guitar solo that had one girl
covering her ears and gritting her teeth,
patnms were milling around uncomfor
tably.
"They suck ’ said 24-year-iild
Christopher Maltese during the performance. He shook his head and yelled
above the music. "All their music
sounds exactly the same.’
People called for them to leave the
stage anti when Sexton announced the
end of the act. a portion of the crowd
cheered.
1.4)11(.11y.
To their credit, The Norman Sexton
an entirely different reaction.
As the second group on the card. the Band are talented musicians. Norman
duo did more to tum off the audience plays a guitar with a skill and speed
reminiscent of FAIdie Van Haien.
than keep the adrenaline flowing.
Almost.
Clad in black leather with jackets
Sexton has a g(xxl. strong voice and
open to their navels. keytxxinlist-vocalist Bobby Sexton and guitanst Neil Nor- despite audience reaction. his energy reman looked inore suited for a Judas mained constant throughout the show.
It seems it sas a %imple case of being
Priest concert than for a crowd partial to
in the wrong place at the wrong time
rnodern music.

All You Can Eat
Lunch Buffet..$6.50

The group did not
suffer from the loss
of its three original
members.

SAN JOSE STATE

By Tony Mercado
Daily staff writer
Being the opening act for a band like
A Flock of Seagulls can he pretty tough.
However, Aztecs in Manhatten approached the situation nicely and had
the audience at the Cactus Club dancing
and applauding enthusiastically Saturday night.
The powerful vocals of its female
Itad singer and the rythmic musical
style of the group, mixed well with the
avant-garde crowd.
Norman Sexton hand met with

LUNCH
Mon -Fri lam-2:30pm
Sat -Sun 12am-3pm

before the performance as the steady
huin of a synthesizer rose in the air.
Then the stage exploded in simultaneous beams of flourescent light and
MUSIC as the group tore into "Space
Age Love Song’.
The group made excellent use of light
shows throughout the performance,
ranging from (x:casional bursts of blinding flashes to slight hazy mists
Score, with his soothing vocals and
stage charisma. gave a hypnotic performance, prancing about the stage wildly
on such hard dnving songs a.s "Over
You" and "Walking in the Garden...
On the haunting ballad."Miracle."
Score seeemed one with the song,
swaying back and fonh while a reddish
haze slowly rose to the ceiling behind

him
Score did his pan in inticing the audience to participate, pointing the nuke to
the crowd several times and yelling.
"Are you ready?" and even invited the
charged up group to join him on stage
oil One song
The group did not sutler from thr
loss (il its three original members. Paul
Reynolds. Ali Store. and hank

Old San Jose Convention Center
Free Admission

Free Drawing

Visa 8, MC Accepter-I
GIVEAWAYS MONUMENTAL SAVINGS GIVEAWAYS MONUMENTAL SAVINGS
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It’s ’Open Season’ on laughter
Play
written by
student

merman’s whine and boyish facial expressions make him ideal lor the nile
the unemployed romantic searching for
ilie right woman -- any woman who
would agree to go out with him
Ile %CCM., VI find that woman, Apnl
SleVellS. at a IICV: wave dance club.
Karen Goldstein portrays April. the
Jrtsy Berkeley -kr whose honesty Joe
finds refreshing and who gives him reason to helieve in himself.
Me entertainment in "Open Season"
doesn’t end with each scene "The inno-

By Anne Dujmuvic
Duty staff writer
Cliff Mason clamis to know what
women want
SEX
He says to take, ha example. the
Cyridi Lauper song. "Girls Just Want to
Have Fun " The song means they
equate sex with fun lts that simple
Joe 1)aky. an underconlitkni "Ihi-nahue sensatoid" and Cliff’s roommate
disagrees. "What about a woman’s
feelings?" he asks
Cliff and Joe are just two characters
who attempt to make some sense of the
mysteries of love in the ’Ms in "(flier)

From the opening
scene, when the
audience enters Cliff
and Joe’s bedroom
strewn with soiled
sweatshirts and socks,
it becomes apparent
that these characters
are real.
You know them or
someone like them.

Play Review
Season." a play. that takes an intimate.
sobering look at "relationship hell."
"Open Season," created and written
by .fini Bricker. an S1S1.1 student, is an
adaptation of the comic hook series of
the same wine that began in 1986
Set in contemporary San Francisco,
the play is a first for Bncker as well as
fix Magic Lightning Productions, a
newly established company based in
Berkeley.
Fnmi the opening scene, when the
audience enter. Cliff and Joe’s bedmorn
strewn with stilled sweatshirts and
socks, it becomes apparent that these
characters are real.
You know them or someone like
them.
"Ilve line between spectator and player
is blurred on txxasion, and the audience
is drawn in when Cliff, Joe and Robin
offer their philosophies on life and love.
Robin. played by Elizabeth Coy.
shares her deepest thoughts ahout men
with the audience dunng her morning
!ince and croissant Her breakfast
monologue oozes with sarcastic wit and
candor like raspberry filling from a jelly.
doughnut
(’()) is convincing as Robin. who
loudly voices her opinions and offers
the female permective in the plav

vative set changes offer amusing and
surprising moments between scenes. A
kitchen is transfonned into a trendy San
Francisco dance club with a glowing,
abstract wall -hanging, and pulsating
music.
Bricker’s keen observation comes
through in the realistic situations, both
comedic and dramatic that are set up in
"Open Season.
The candid conversation, though
mostly humorous, provokes nervous
laughter at times because the audience
can recognize and relate to the characters and what they are going thmugh.
"Open Season’ is playing at the
Zephyr Theatre on Van Ness Avenue in
San Francisco thmugh Nov. 26.

Members of the east from ’Open Season’

If you’re going...
Robin and Cliff battle continually
over her relationship with Robert, a
Yuppie Yalean clad
tweed and turtlenecks who lust happen, to he maned. Robert is played with the right
amount of stuffiness and reserve,
though at times he fidls Ilat
Although crude. lewd and self-conlident on the surface. Cliff Mantel Tr:mom is Mst as confused about women

Hot music, audience
at the Alarm concert
By Anne Ihijmovic
Deity stan writer
"The chanting concert -goers were
soaked in sweat and were showered
v.ith buckets of water
hut it wasn’t
enough hi cool them oft
If heat nses. then it was no wonder
the Lrowd’s energy transterred to the
hand members perfomiung on stage.
Audience members shouted song titles and the group obliged at the Nov
12 show sponsored by the A.S Program Board
The Student Union Ballroom rumbled w ith the sound of The Alarm and

Concert Review
the shouts ol the fans who eagerly sang
along
The opening hand. The Kevin McIkrniott hchestra.a tno from Glasgow,
Scotland. had wanited-up the cmwd hy
their last number as audience anticipation tor the progressive nick hand Men
Wales intensified
Lights dimmed. The demin and
and
leather -clad crowd
whistled
wiramed And the band members took
the stage teanng into "Ikvolution Vi’or
km’ Man Blues." the most recent re
lease from their album "Change."
The Alami’s sound. like the show.
was pure. straight forward and simple.
No spet:ial effects nettled.
"We’re going to be here all night
long." lead vocalist Mike Peters told
the crowd And the hand held up it) its
promise. playing tor nearly 40 minutes
with two encores following
Peter. warbled out the tunes. acciixnpanied
guitanst Dave Sharp. looking
like C’aptain Hook dressed in an overcoat and cowboy holes. while bassist
Edit. MatiNinald and dnimmer Nigel

Twist provided the rhythm and blue+
Speaking about culture clashes in
Wales. Peters told the audience, "A nation without language is a nation without heart "
band followed id) a
ballad sung in Welsh, and the crowd
was subdued
With the stan 01 each mtog, the
crowd was rev dallied. clapping and
singing in unison w ith the hand members
Shams vocal talent Catile through
when he took center stage with "Little
Red.’ his wom acoustic guitar. on
’One Step Closer to Home
"Spirit of ’76," a song froni their
albuni, "Strength’ brought the show to
its pinnacle.
Concert -goers didn’t seem to mind
the hand members’ moraliiing at Sunday’s show They had come to hear The
Alarm play rock If roll They. got what
they were atter
The concert showed a considerable
profit. according to Roh Kolar. concerts
director of the pmgram boanl

JCPenney
lirremei mAja
eaIr4I/11ira

tilltaPgi g

a

Tickets: $15 regular, $14
students and seniors.
Theater: Zephyr Theatre,
25 Van Ness Ave., San
Francisco.

By Brenda Vesku
Daily staff writer
SJSU’s best kept
Perhaps one
entertainment values of the season is
the lrniversity Theater.
By the two productions shown
thus far int() the 92nd waiion, the

Season Update
campus and sumiunding community
can anticipate the rest of the season
it) he filled with equal quality theatrical productions.
Upcoming is a tribute to the music
and dance of C’ole Porter. creator of
"Anything ( ioes,’"’K iss Me Kate’

and "Can -Can, with shows Nov.
ID, Ike. 1,2,6,8, and 9 at X p.m.
"The company’s most recent production od Arthur Miller’s "The
Crucible." offered tut impressive vanet>, of thespian talents.
Called "America’s most significant and relevant histoncal drama"
by the drama’s director. Hal 1.
Todd, the play chronicles the startling events til’ the Salem witch trials
of 1692 and draws a parallel to the
Ma’arthy era "witch hunts" current
in the 1950’s.
Notable performances included
Enrique Ihrminguezas Giles Corey
and Michael Kubit as the Reverend
Samuel Paris.

If you’re going...
Where: SJSU University
Theatre
When:December 1, 2, 6,
8 and 9 at 8 p.m.

The Sports Fan Has A Way For You To...

AND OUT
INA OVID
Stand out in a crowd
with The Sports Fan’s
SJSU Basketball
T-shirt. Now avail- \
able at all our
stores plus
our stand
at home
games.
Full selec-tion of

collegiate and
pro athletic
apparel: T-shirts,
hats, jerseys,
Jackets and
more. Visit
your nearest
Sports Fan
today. Don’t
get left short!

r

’f..1to ,,

Rank Illan1bu Mink

742c’-r ..1,
0

\*.

, .,
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,

PRESENTS A
GREAT TRIPLE FEATURE*
1. FREE CHECKING ACCOUNT

lilt

-No monthly service fee on a Festival
Checking Account until July I. 1990

1116;

1111,,reo* ’..:1.

2. FREE PERSONALIZED CHECKS
And your first order of 200 personalized
Sanwa checks are FREE.

3. FREE MOVIE PASSES FOR TWO
mow. and
ho. tong
waiting tut you

reat

Sanwa Bank of California
San Jose Main Office
220 Almaden Boulevard
San Jose, CA 95113
(408) 998-0800

Depend on Itinkols.
Macintoshfi Rental
LaserWriterfi Prints
High Quality Copies

Play: Open Season

Musical tribute
to Cole Porter
slated for
early December

Sanwa Bank
California

Term Papers
Fast Runaround

Goldstamping
Binding

kinkoffs.
the copy center

SALES
lk pin the ICPenney team this
%holiday season and you’ll eam%
orbs money and receive a
discount on your personal pur\chases.
kFull time and Part II e
positions are available. Applyinin3
person during store harm

as Joe is.
Tisman is able to reveal some of
insecurities and likable qualities
through his pethinnance and win the
audience over. He brings a spontaneity
to the banter between his character and
Coy’s.
David Shea liminennan plays the
noble, well-intentioned Joe Daley Lim -

Future bright for
the university theater

Open Early, Late, & Weekends

Apex
are

*Certain restrictions may apply
Offer Expires 12-29-89
Member FDIC

THE SPORTS FAN
SAN JOSE: Pavilion Shops (908)280-5855

CAMPBELL
The PruneYard
(408)377-8735
SAN JOSE
Eastndge Mall
(408)270-5667

THE FUTURE IS HERE...The Men’s
and Womens basketball teams
kick off the 1989-90 season
on Friday. Nov. 24th. Order
your season tickets at the
Spartan Ticket office
(Men’s Gym 4th & San Carlos)
or by calling 924 -FANS.
Tues. Nov. 21st
Men vs. High Five
America. Both
games at
7:30pm in
Spartan Gym.

SAN MATEO
Hillsdale Mall
(415)377.0198
FREMONT
Fremont Huh
(415)790-0518

PLEASANTON
Rose Pavilion
1415)463-8250
SAN DIEGO
Fashion Valley
(619)296.9456

Student Season
Tickets for Men’s
basketball are just
$32 (14 home games)
and just $7 for Women’s
basketball (11 home games).
Historical Home Openers in
S.U.R.E.C. Friday, Nov. 24th
SJSU WOMEN VS. UTAH 2PM

295-4336
310 S. Third St.
(Acmes from McDonsid’s)

Services may vary

by location

295-5511
481 E. San Carlos St.
(Between 10th & 11 th)

SJSU MEN VS. SOUTH ALABAMA 8PM
Individual Game Student Prices
Mens Games: $4 Womens games: $1.50

Monday, November 20,
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Maguire & Mehallo

UPD cadets get badges

Ronald Reagan. Cardmember since

5000 B.C.

Cmon,

It.’"

Get With

IPSVP

D0111

EIOMP."’ EVer.a’

Aaron Malchow

Funhouse

Classified
ACUFACTS,

INC

260 Meridian

Ave , San Jo.
SECURITY

OFFICERS
-NEED
CASH?- CAVE SECURITY la hlr
Mg foe full and parttime posl
Ilona All shifts available, 7 days

Mark Doy le graduates with the 14th Cadet Clas.s. Doy le had the highest written exam score in his class.

In-field exercises
to follow recent
graduation event

est score on the 300 -point exam, Carli

training

said.

how to resixmd to calls about fires and

"’This is one of the better classes I’ve

went

will

show

the

cadets

the

cadets

through

a

graduated,

four -week

they

In the beginning. the cadets will ob-

in-house

serve; but as the training progresses. re-

By Joe R. ViMarin

course that taught them about fiaa pa-

sponsibility fiiir performing the same du-

Daily staff writer

trol.

communica-

ties will

and

training officers will evaluate the cadets

Members of the

14th cla.ss of univer-

criminal

tion,

sity police cadets received their badges

law,

defensive

radio

dnving

safety, Carli said.

Thursday during graduation ceremonies

week

course.

the

attended by

SJSU

and

Anza College

training officers and

families.

De

The

cadets.

comprising

The training is

students,

"based on a regular

will go through five weeks of field train-

After

the

cadets

finish

the

course.

There were 1 I cadets in the class, six

ing.

For the in -field course. each cadet

they

of whom scored 90 percent or higher on

will

he paired up with a senior cutlet.

football games and dances, according to

wntten

Carh

exams,

according

of the llniversity

to

Police

Lt.

Tim

called a field training officer. according

Depan-

to Senior.Cadet

ment. C’adet Mark Doyle had the high-

During

stn.

in -field

the

work

security

at

university

WORK

Joe. R. Villarin is on the Spartan
Math photo staff.

field
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ENGINEERING
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Approximately

hict if you are taking
NEW

YORK

(AP)

--

$10.1)

Organi/ers

grant
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Thursday
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an an exhibit on the AIDS epidemic as a
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that

he

in

would
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said

release
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the

had

disputed

the

pro-

MdPrwmedi IY"
echo. to add to your paper such
IMO. prIMee, gramme and
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tory

references

to

Cardinal

John

HOUSING

O’Connor. Roman Catholic archbishop

lery features paintings, photographs and

favor of free express-
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sculpture
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ho earlier this month had rescinded a

by

23

artists.

of New

contains

and

York,

and to

several explicit depictions of male geni-

supponed

tals and controsersi al religious images

considered obscene

lawmakers who

modeled. dada( and quiet

Sect,

Celt

laundry facilities

1725-025
266-91 57 John or Martha

Available your me novo
Call 1-1105462.7555 est C -I255
toms

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Cell rne today

will send
doca4 Avon Rep) a
book to your home or busMew’
Super epecials for everyone
Share the book loath randy. coreceive up to
workers
frNnde
5Crki. off on your own order’ Thank
you Also. good pen-tim income
tor the holklays Cell JANE at IS1
5942

114 TOYOTA TERCEL 2 dr Mc* 119 rrid
point et MN pinstripes many .
114. Me.. 6 Makers Need to
sell /A500 bo CHI 924-111.44

COMPUTERS
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ENS, New ix used. we don’t me,’
C. OCTAVE SYSTEMS IIAM.
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FOR SALE
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The Future Has Arrived
S.J.S.0 Students
buy a ticket
to the November 27
men’s basketball game
VS
Lamar
and get one
FREE TICKET
to the home opener
Friday, November 24
VS
South Alabama
Tickets available at the spartan ticket office
in the men’s gym (4th & San Carlos) between
9:00am and 5:00pm - Monday, November 20 through
Wednesday, November 22. T7ckets are Just $4
with a student I.D. two for one offer only
good during the November 20 through
November 22 period.
For more information call 924 -FANS.

a

S.J.S.U.
VS
South Alabama
Friday, November 24 - 8:00pm
and
Lamar
Monday, November 27 - 7:30pm

MICHAEL J FOX
CHRISTOPHER LLOYD BACK TO THE FUTURE PART II LEA THOMPSON THOMAS F WILSON
""";,ALAN SILVES1131 (Q;IISTIVEN SPIELBERG FRANK MARSHALL KAIIILEEN KENNEDY
’’’’"f:BOB GALE "IIROBEFfi ZEMECKIS(BOB GALE ""’",&1113 GALE ..NEIL CANTON ""‘T ROBERT ZEMECKIS
suCK save eao su kneel use 1111dE
yr. tee. 110USMAI
A UNIVERSAL PICTURE
1111’ \\INN ’PG NH Cu MAKI SPASM r..
oa
MO ’01 111.1111,100.

A BRAND NEW FUTURE IS COMING NOVEMBER 22Im

Up to your ears?
Dig yourself out with a
deal on an IBM PS/2.

-12114111Nowm-Before rn, get snowed tinder with work this year, get an IBM
l’ersonal System/2.‘" Choose from five different packages of hard wan. and softwarenow at special low student prices. Each
,y,tetti conies with easy-to -use softwan. loaded and ready to go!
Imes more, when you buy your l’S/2,‘") you will get a mouse 1pad. a 15 -inch diskette holder, and a power stripall free.
11x1 that.... not all. Ninin. also entitled to a special low
fI
price on the I’liODIC) ’ service, too.
Yarn
11141 aside from all this, three of the most popular
IBM 1%4)6 titers"’ an. available at special low prices!’
I hat get left out in the cold! Offer vials February 15. IWO. Come in today.

How’re you going to do it?

Styles that fit your lifestyle and express your success. Order your nng today.

JOSTENS

PS/2 it!

Please call IBM at (408) 452-4190 for ordering
and/or product information or to schedule a
personal demonstration. Financing options
are available.

lom
IMP

=
IMP
11
UNROOF

A

M

ERICA

S

COL

LEG

I

=

Date.i

1/20 - 11/221 irift, 7am - 7 pm

Deposit Required $20.00
Payment Plans Ayala*

Ten oiler rs Weed to walked students faculty end sloe who WM, an IBM PS/2 Model 8530 E 21 8550 031 8555 081 or 8570 E61 through ed.’," 15 1990 T
preconlwed lam PS/2 Mode 8525 001 a mad* Thema, December 31 1989 only Ordere we abaci to avirlatalav Prces are suteect lo change and IBM
Me/ rothAraw the promote:al al anv !Ina annobt
nol’re
.8M Rwlonai %myna and PS/2 are regrelereal trademarks ot klMrn.1101.1 BUIMWS1 Mac holes Cabaret On PRODIGY ,S ,YKBYMr.d earv/ce mark son Inkiernan,
al Roddy %Braces Company Penner elab dem and Sea,*
%weal
Marnmes
Corporalan 11" IBM Corp 19139
Intenabonai
’Probnnla a lademen

Place:

SPARTAN BOOKSTORE

Nth your Jostens representative tor full details See our complete nng selecton on display in your

olleteboOkimpS,tuorese,
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STARTING TOMMOROW

0
15% OFF
to SJSU Students
$ CASH for your BOOKS
Specializing in
Science Fiction
Fantasy
CD’s, Tapes & Records
New & Used Books

_&.Recyck
frit Book Store

(Limited Time Only)

Mon -Thur 10am - 9pm
Fri & Sat 10am - 10pm
Sun 12pm - 8pm
138 E. Santa Clara (near4th )

286-6275

Receive:
-Free gift Wrapping w/purchase
-Free Passes for the Historical Trolley
-Free Holiday Shopping bags w/purchase
-Free "Trolley on Wheels" Shuttle Service
Downtown Merchants will be participating in the
Extended Shopping Fridays, staying open to
8pm (or later) and offering the specials listed
above. Shop Downtown for the Holidays.

i.D. required wi purchase

A Deal on Quality HeelF
Come in TODAY...
You’ll Fall in Love With Our Service
"While You Wait Service"
We also repair
Briefcases and Luggage
"The Only Guaranteed
Shoe Repair"

1/2 OFF
Ladies
Heels

Men’s
Rubber
Heals

$3.00 $5.00
reg. $6
No Limit

re . $10

expires 12/10/89

626 Town & Country
Village

249-0439

65 South 1st Street

298-1191

213 Oakridge Man

FALL COLORS OF BENETTON
AT THE PAVILION (SAN JOSE) & VALLCO FASHION PARK (CUPERTINO)

281-1711

Valid only with coupon --at time of order.
II MMINEB=MINIIMI

=INN NM=

25# Espresso
Cappuccino I
Ifor a limited time with coupon.

Frozen Yogurt
Gyros Greek sandwiches
Ice Cream
(if.*

’\\.
---..._

711

HONEY HILL FARMS
Hit

!IMAM 1.10)/IN YOU RI

Findre’s Ice Cream & Cafe
484 E. San Carlos
(between 10th and llth)

Offer Expires 12-22-89
a mimaimaimmmimimmiiniminoimmon

1.

r

coupoN

1111111IN IN NI IN

FREE DELIVERY:

le
.II
1

$200
r-

I
II
II

NOT GOOD WITH
ANY OTHER OFFER
EXP.

12-12-89

$1

00

OFF ANY
16’ PIZZA
OFF ANY
12’ PIZZA i

280-0707
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Europe Turned Upside Down: POLITICAL CHANGE

Seven Second Delay

Parody of Gorbachev ironic
twist to new era of openness
MOSCOW (AP) - The az...tor stuck
out his chin, pursed his lips and flipped
his wrist in a questioning gesture - and
the laughter that exploded from the disbelieving audience pmved everyone
knew who he was supposed to he.
Only one person, a young woman in
third row center at Moscow’s Satire
Theater, bent her head and appeared
more traumatized than amused by the
parody of President Mikhail S. Gorbachev.
She was his daughter. Irina.
Clearly upset, she left Friday night’s
performance of emigre writer Vladimir
Voinovich’s courtnxim comedy, "The
Tribunal," before the curtain call.
But if she could not laugh at her father, the rest of the audience could, in a
way they could never publicly laugh at a
Soviet leader before.
In one of the inmies of Gorbachev’s
policy of glasnost, or greater openness,
he ha.s become the butt of jokes by a
gnnving group of fearless comics, who
once.could not have dreamed (il’ mocking the country’s leader - at least not
in public and not while he was alive.
"The Tribunal" is not especially hit-

ing.
new "court chairman:. played
by Vyacheslav Fleznikov, speaks with a
southern Russian iwcent that turns g’s
into h’s, darts his eyes constantly, and
proposes a commission ib the best solution to festering injustice.
The light nnockery would mll off the
hack of a Western leader accustomed to
unflattenng caricatures and tasteless
scatological jokes. But it is still scandalous in Mosc.ow.
Even the outspoken host of one of
Soviet television’s most daring prognims, "Viglyad," or Glance, said in a
recent broadcast that when he heard a
mild joke alxfut Gorbachev on the
nightly news, "my heart jumped.’
"It’s hard to get used to relating to
state leaders without standing at attention," Alexander Lyubirnov said.
The broadcast featured Moscow
comic Mikhail Grushevsky, who performed a telephone imitation of Gorbachev that captured not only his thmaty
timbre and homey style but his habit of
speaking in fits and starts and veering
off from phrases before finishing them.
"Telephone is not the hest way to
communicate." Grushevsky’s Gorba-

LONDON (AP)
Novelist
John Le Carte, whose bestknown txxiks powerfully evoke
the Berlin Wall, said the breach
of that Cold War symbol ha.s left
the West uncertain Ana how to
react.
"The West, having got what
it’s been saying it wanted all
those years, doesn’t know from
Adam what to do with it," he
wrote in Thursday’s Guardian
newspaper.
But Le Carte sold the changes
in the East bloc present no obstacles for spy writers: "Don’t
imagine for one second that, just
because the Cold War’s over. the
spooks aren’t having a ball. ’

Call me today

(local Avon Rep) & I sAll send
book to your home or busing.,
Super

tor

everyone

Slunk the book wfth

specials

co
-

Cesel 4U

chev said. "Although. you Anon
sometimes it’s also a way to solve sonic
kind of knotty problem and some, so to
speak , to m(we ahead
Grushevsky said his audiences seem
to laugh partly because they are so unaccustomed to heartng the voices of political leaders coming 1mm the stage.
"And some laughter comes from relief, that it’s OK, that the. concert is
going on and no one will come al
terwfutl and take me away," he told
Lyubimov. "Now people have started
to get used to it, and thank God for
that."
llte Satire Theater’s li0-year-old artistic director, Valentin Pluchek, said
authorities have closed him down often
in the past when shows were too politically salty, but he didn’t expect that
kind of trouble any longer.
"That’s all over," Pluchek said after
Friday’s performance of "The Tribunal."
Told that Fiorbachev’s daughter was
in the audience, Pluchek’s wife, Zinaida, warned, "Now Papa will come
and forbid it .’’

feat in World War II.
The prospect of reunification seemed
distant less than a month ago, but
sweeping changes in East Germany
have revived the idea.
With East Germans disillusioned
with Communist rule fleeing in droves
and taking to the streets by the hundreds
of thousands, the party leadership
ousted hard-liner Erich Honecker last
month and launched a radical program
of reforms with the promise of free elections.
The opening of the country’s border,
on Nov. 9 gave East Germans unrestricted freedom to travel to West Germany for the first tune since the Berlin
Wall was built in 1961.
Millions of East Germans have since
visited West Germany.

EAST BERLIN (AP) --- Communist
Party. leader Egon Krenz strongly rejected Chancellor Helmut Kohl’s call
for an eventually united Germany but
welcomed the West German leader’s
proposal for closer awperation.
In a rare moment of agreement with
the embattled Communist leadership,
some pnfminent East German dissidents
also said they oppos,ed reunification.
After Kohl made his proposal on
Tuesday, Krenz said a united Germany
could conjure fears of a Nazi -era Germany. "and I know no one in the world
who would like such a Germany."
Many Eunfpeans worry that with its
economic and ptilitical might, a reunited
Germany of 80 million people would
dominate the continent. Germany was
divided int() two states after the Nazi de-
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Run

From page

The NX)-niember organwation sent
32 Amencan athletes to Moscow last
suniiner to run among 11.(XX) athlete%
Man the United States, the USSR,
Easteni and Western Europe, Australia
and Japan
Since 1910, athletes have run along
the Moscow River. pa.ssed by the
lin and hy Gorky. Park in the name oi
world peace
-There’s a lot ol smiles and hand
gestures
Amencans learn Soviets
are
111t11.11 dl terent.’’ said I Xave
Wen, program director tor AUP
Much is packed into the I 2 -day
trip
visits to Soviet gyms, meetings
and meals w ith RIISNIiIII athletes and
other sports events
which usuallyseems like three weeks. said Weir, who
went to Moscow last summer.
. Many runners come home with new
friends and pen pals. lie said
As Laxier tells how he got interested
in the run 61 friend ran in it last year) the
I b5 -pound athlete spnnkles his speech
with quick smile% and laughter. His
light brown eyes glow when he says that
after an evening of bicycle cruising.
pina and beers he decided this was a
way he could make a contribution.
this is the climax of an environmental awareness that began when he was
small, he said
Laxier’s family was always involved
in -the environmental thing.- said his
hither, Bill lamer, who had just returned from a weekend in the mountains.
’the Laxier family’s summer Valli lions commonly bypassed the usual Disneyland tnp in exchange for camping
trips ti) Sania Cm/ and Lake Tahoe in
order to get away from smog and congestion, he said.
Said a high school friend: -Scott WIN
wild when he was younger. hut he has
taken on a direction that a lot of us
envy. That direction began last spnng when
Laster returned to school after spending

Bus

From page 1

Robinson. a business student who.
along with her husband. collected more
than 1(X) signatures in one night on
canipus.
The private carrier has a limited
schedule and fewer buses than the
county service. Rohinson said.
Darla Belshe a broadcast journalism
instructor who takes the county service
hum Scotts Valley four days a week,
said she has known Peerless buses to he
more than 30 minutes late.
The counties’ express bus service has
not only. eased the commute. hut also is
important in terms of easing stirs% on
nders.
"I have so much more energy" anti
more time for activities because of riding the bus. aside from the environmen-

Mac

From page 1

his students study. and students can access the program in order to answer
LilICNI1011S III the class’s lab manual
One student representatiye obserted
that the programs wi e a way tor others,
wriether students or members ()I’ other
universities. to "access his brain."
Stephen Greene. a journalism professor, showed how he uses the Macintosh
to conduct his entire Editing class. He
which contain%
copies his program
the class green sheet. all of the handouts
and tests -- onto the computers in the
punt:M.1n ’Mac lab By. pressing a
few laittons. student% can even figure
out their course grades

Fall

From page 1

"It is the most wonderful place in the
Wlwrld .
she said the care v.as great.
It was not their fault
Katherine Lodge is licensed to serve
mentally disabled people between the
ages of IX and 5Y
"’They’re the only ones who care
enough to take extreme cases." said
Kathleen Harrington.
By. law . Anne Hanington could -go
any.where she desired because Katherine
Lodge IN ROI a hospital facility. her
mother said.
Clients are only required to report
hack to the lodge at rneal
medication times. Benue/ said.

Abortion
ad waiver
assailed
PROVIDENCE. R.I. (AM The
newspaper (if’ the Roman Catholic Diocese of Providence has told politicians
tbat if they. want to advenise holiday
greetings. they ’11 have to sign a declaration supporting constitutional amendment a niinst abortion.
Rhotte Island politicians traditionally
buy Chnsimas greetings ads in the Pn)vWerke Visitor

a year working in a Lake Tahoe casino.
lie ended up in a class taught by
Frank Schiavo, who really lives by what
he teaches, Lamer said. The environmental studies professor ndes public
transportation. recycles and will often
oiler students who visit his office natural snacks
trail mix and apples.
"I learned (from Schiavol I could he
a part ot the problem or part of the solution, ’’ Lax ier said.
Lazier chose the latter.
Friends and family know to think
twice helort throwing something away
at hr. house Paper trash goes in the
"paper" hag, bottles pile up on the
kitchen counter anti newspapers get
stacked on the fireplace. All go in front
ot the house Fnday mornings to he
picked up and recycled by the city.
I axier often leaves his white Subaru
at home and opts to ride his bike the 11
miles to school or um: puhlic transportation so he doesn’t add to pollution.
And when his sister Meg, 22, came
home from college last summer she was
surprised to tind bucket in the shower.
She quickly learned it was there to catch
water 6)r flushing the toilet.
"My message is to take charge of
life," Laxier said. "We all live in the
same world and we should take care of
it . . These things are really happening; it’s not in some far-off land anymore.
People may think it sounds great, hut
they don’t have the time, Laxier said.
He suggests people start small, with basics such as recycling and water conservation.
"Develop an envinmmental anitude.’’ he said.
Anti that’s exactly what Laxier is
doing. Instead of accepting one corporate sponsor. Laxier is involving as
many people as he can. Friends, family,
co-workers and strangers have donated
an average of S20 to ensure Laxier runs
in Moscow.
Each sminsor receives a white T-shirt
that features American and Soviet runners and the words "sports, peace and

friendship" in Russian
saksrnan,
Laxier claims hes no(
but when he tells prospective sptmsors
about the importance of Soviet relations
in his soft. gentle voice, many find it
hard to resist.
Michelle Stanfill, a co-worker of
Lazier’s, couldn’t.
"I believe in what he’s doing," said
Stanfill. %hi) gave Laver $20 toward
his trip.
lAmg-time Inend John Walsh sponsored Laxier only after giving him a
hard bine. Walsh joked with Laxier that
he only wanted free plane fare.
"But when I saw how fix:used he
was, I said ’say no more: " Walsh
said.
Lazier has managed to involve more
than 50 people and ha.s earned close to
$600. But that is far from his S2,500 in
estimated expenses.
If he receives enough money he
would like to sponsor a Soviet runner to
come to the Llnited States to see what
Americans are like.
The actual run will he a breeze for
Laxier, who ha.s ’leen involved in athletics Imin Little League to high school
football.
"I can’t remember when he didn’t
play sports," said his mother, Marge
Laxier.
A typical workout always starts with
15 minutes of stretching and can then
include a 13 -mile jog by his home in Almaden, a nde on his powder-blue
mountain bike or a swim in a local pool.
"I belive physical energy relea.ses
creativity," Laxier says as he reaches
down to pat his 3 -year-old Gemian
shepherti/wolf mix, Chuck.
Then he looks over the hills near his
home and lowers his voice: "I want my
kids to have the opportunity to swim in
the ocean . . . It may sound silly, but
we should all take a look inside ourselves. There’s something everyone can
do.’
For more information about the Moscow International Peace Run, call Scott
Laxier at (4081997-6923.

tal and safety benefits of taking public
transportation. Collister said.
"I thought mxhing would get me out
ot my car:’ she said.
A resident of Mount Hermon, Collister never imagined she would take public transportation to get to school.
"We’re all capable of change:* she
said.
Steve Ellis, captain commander of
the California Highway Patrol at Santa
Cruz. said he was skeptical that Califitrnia residents would change their coin Muting habits. Convenience Is a major
factor as to whether people will take advantage of it, he said.
"It will take total gndlock betOre
they will change.- he said. But Ellis
said he hopes attitudes toward taking alternative transportation will change.
Randy Yagi. an SJSU student and supervisor of intOnnation at Santa Cm/

Metn). said reliability of any form of
transportation is what determines
whether people will use it.
Like Collister, Belshe, who has been
commuting to SJSU for the la.st 12
years. did not think she could be convinced to use altemative transportation.
’ ’I’m a real convert," she said.
The service is dependable, and
Belshe is amazed at how well everything is run, she said.
If the bus service were to end, it
would be very unfortunate, Belshe said.
"It would mean having to fight the
parking situation. It’s nice not to have to
deal with that, she said.
Melissa Peckinpah. a broadca.st journalism major who lives in Live Oak, an
unincorporated community near Capitola. said taking the bus has reduced her
stress and she can "go hack to heing a
human brine aeain."

(ireene’s program has graphics that
tell the students how to get to Greene’s
office. tell them his office hours, ask
questions and give answer..
"les nothing but gimmickry, hut it
gets people interested. he said.
Greene said he encouraged his students to do all ol their assignments on
the computer instead of making "hani
copies," or printouts, because he thinks
that almost everything will he done on
computers in the future.
"Five years ago I didn’t use a computer at all; now I’m on one five to six
hours a day:* Greene said.
’’In a very short time this will become a very valuable educational fix)1,
because you can do so much. he said.
Another Macintosh demonstration

will be held Dec. 12-13 and will he
sealed toward students.
hi% students study. and students can :access the pnigram in order to answer
questions in the class’s lab manual.
One student representative observed
that the programs were a way. for other,
whether students or members of other
universities, to."access his brain."
Stephen Greene, a journalism professor. showed how he uses the Macintosh
to conduct his entire Editing class. He
copies his program
which contains
the class green sheet. all of the handouts
and tests
onto the computers in the
journalism ’Mac Lab.’ By pressing a
few buttons. students can even figure
out their course grades.

National poll: public
optimistic on future
Amencans exNEW YORK (AP)
pect greater wealth in the 1990s, but
also greater cnme. They see bener days
tOr their schools. but worsening pollution in their skies. They. think they’ll he
smoking less, and doing drugs more.
One of the most widely held expectations for the next decade is Mr a Democrat to win the White House. a national
survey hy Media General and The Associated Press has found. Among the
least -expected developments: the demise of communism.
In the broadest measures. many respondents expressed optimism about the
future. Roughly six in 10 expected life
tor others to impnwe in the next decade. and three-quarters saw their own
lives getting better.
But there were sobering assessments
on some issues. More than six in I() expected pollution and cnme to worsen,
and almost as many saw more AIDS.
homelessness and world hunger as the
year NIX) approaches.
The envinmment stood out as a chief
concern. Twelve percent expected pollution to he the nation’s greatest problem a decade from now: only drug
abuse was named by more. 17 percent.
Moreover. 65 percent expected pollution to worsen in the next 10 years.
And almost half said the warming of the

atmosphere because of pollution.
known as the greenhouse effect. could
threaten human survival.
Education, conversely, was a bnght
spot: Fifty-eight percent expected it to
improve in the next decade. Perstmal
wealth also was a point of optimism.
with 5() percent expecting their family’s
financial situation to improve.
But respondents divided about evenly
when asked whether they expected the
U.S. economy to improve. worsen or
remain about the same. And 52 percent
expected the federal budget deficit to
wi ’men .
Younger respondents in many cases
were the MOSI pessimistic, and optimism often increased with age. For example. 52 percent of those aged 18-24
expecte(’ the United States to become
involved in a war in the next decade,
while just 41 percent of their elders
shared their fear. And among the oldest
group. over 64 years old, just 27 percent expected war.
Similarly. six in I() in the youngest
group expected drug abuse to worsen
and two-thirds of them saw acquired
immune deficiency syndmme as a
gmwing problem, while nearer to half
of the older respondents said so.
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